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ABSTRACT 

In the era of service innovation, the question of when to evaluate which 

innovation services and how to achieve personalized evaluation is still not clear. 

This is especially true under the situations of uncertainty and risk when it comes 

to bringing the effectiveness of service innovation promotion and decision making, 

i.e., for service providers to retain service quality and competitiveness and for 

service receivers to efficiently and accurately decide whether to try new service. 

Therefore, an appropriate expectation positioning mechanism proposed in this 

study aims to collect psychological information from service receivers to make 

service promotion decisions capable of achieving each stakeholder’s purposes as 

well as satisfying service receivers, utilizing the psychological information of 

psychological values and probability weights. 

 

Keywords: Customer Expectations, Behavior Economics, Behavior Change, 

Psychological value, Cumulative Prospect Theory. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

 The service business environment nowadays faces challenges as the new 

service’s quantity keep rising. In Service Profit Chain, if service providers want to let 

customer satisfy, they should provide attractive value service designed and delivered 

to meet targeted customers’ needs (James L. Heskett, 1994). There are some critical 

missions that business should overcome in advance. First, let human (potential users 

or target market) know the new service can increase utility value which they really 

concern. Second, it is imperative to find a more effective way to assist human who 

have to decide whether to accept the new service or not. For those conditions, in the 

service provider’s view and they should find out the way to persuade target users of 

new service to accept and act to user the new service. The critical thing is let their 

target users know that the new service can bring them more benefits than the old ones 

or the old manners. If service businesses want to let their users know their product’s 

advantages, they should let their user trust they can gain more utility value in using 

the new service.  

 Termed prospect theory, it has been extraordinarily influential. It is based on the 

method that human evaluate gains and losses from their current status. In an 

experiment, human adapt to the reduced light in a movie theater when entering it, then 

finding it not particularly dark after a few seconds, then readapt to the much brighter 

light outside when leaving the theater, and then finding it not to be unusually bright 

after a few seconds (Dawes, 2001, p.195). In the above example, in the former, the 

reference point is brightness of the movie theater before changing brightness. Thus, in 

the further, the reference point is the brightness of outside. In addition, the utility of 

above example is the feeling of brightness. But since choice might vary owing to 
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outer environmental noise interference when considering gain or loss, it consequently 

cannot reveal the underlying preferences. From the above mentioned example we 

inference that human‘s current reference point is influenced by external environment. 

From the anchoring effect, the information of external environment would influence 

customer expectation (current reference point). In the following case (Figure 1.1), it 

presents the surrounding information will affect our perception.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Classical simultaneous lightness contrast (Source: Logvinenko, 2002) 

 

The classical simultaneous lightness contrast illusion can be observed in Figure 

1.1. Although both of small grey squares are same lightness, the square in right hand 

side is darker than left hand side. The researcher take few experiments and observed 

that the anchoring effect have critical influence in lightness perception in humans 

(Logvinenko, 2002). 

According to the last example, the influence of external environment includes the 

brightness of outside, weather and person who control light. As the same as other 

activities, human will be influenced by external environment when they position their 

expected outcome utility of activities. For example, when a new service is promoted, 

a ranking list of related services from some marketing research usually influences 

consumer expectation (reference point). In general, this list is usually dynamic. It 
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causes consumers not to apply those information to evaluate benefit of new service, 

and even leads consumers to position an unsuitable expectation. Therefore, in this 

paper we propose a way which provides individual with an appropriate reference 

point of an uncertainty decision to let human can accurately evaluate the utility value. 

The individual reference point can overcome above problem. It can prevent human 

from having over-expectation or under-expectation utility value (e.g., monetary, time) 

about the acceptance of a new service). This method can assist service provides to 

effectively delivery their service to potential user.  

In the consumer’s view, human make decision whether to receive it or not when 

they receive the new service’s information, it will trigger a cycle of Transtheoretical 

(stages of Change) Model (Prochaska, J., Johnson, S., & Lee, P., 1998). The 

transtheoretical model (figure 1.1) proposes changing behavior as a process of six 

stages. Six stages include Precontemplation, Contemplation, Preparation, Action, 

Maintenance and Termination.  

 

Figure 1.2 Stage of Change (Source: Prochaska, 1998) 

 On the way from the second step to the third step of behavioral change cycle, it 
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called contemplation step to preparation step. Before human decide to have a plan to 

use new service and intend to take action in the immediate future, they must be aware 

of the pros of changing but also can identify the cons. In Neoclassical Economics, 

Expectancy Theory (Vroom, 1964) is applied to compute the utility value of the 

event’s outcome (the benefit that new service brings). This theory uses the pure value 

(for example, wealth, time and other things) of outcome to be the utility value. 

Expectancy Theory has a critical problem that the pure value cannot stand for 

human’s psychological utility value of view. For example, the meaning of gaining 

four-hundred dollars to a billionaire is different from a beggar. That is, the same pure 

outcome will represent highly heterogeneous meanings to different individual persons. 

In order to modify this shortcoming of Expectancy Theory, researches propose Moral 

Expectation (Daniel Bernoulli, 1738). This method transform event’s outcome to 

psychological value as utility value in the decision. In behavioral finance view, we 

find utility value evaluating from this method can not fit in every individual person, 

because the same utility value is represented as different mental utility values for each 

of users. The behavioral finance’s scholars improve this drawback to develop Prospect 

Theory. The theory evaluates the utility value of uncertainty event via individual 

reference point which can distinguish individual persons by their loss aversion 

(Kahneman Daniel, and Amos Tversky, 1979).  

In “Thinking, Fast and Slow” (Kahneman, 2011), it mentioned an experiment 

about reference point. There are three bowl of water, from left to right, iced water, 

room-temperature water and warm water respectively. Put left and right hand into the 

iced water and warm water respectively, then put both of them to the 

room-temperature water. The left hand feels warm, on the contrary, the right hand 

feels cold. 

It is the same to evaluate the utility value about an outcome. In the situation of 
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making decision of uncertainty event, the common reference point is status quo. But 

human also can regard anticipated outcome to be the reference point, which is usually 

influenced by psychological factor, factor of environment, society and other things 

that decision makers concerns (Kahneman, 2011).Therefore, we develop a way to 

interact with human a few times and then compute the appropriate reference point (in 

this paper, called new reference point) to the user (decision maker) who is considering 

whether to accept the new service. After above, we apply new reference point to 

compute the utility value, and represent the positive utility value (gain) to user. Let 

user know accepting new service is really good to him/her, making user willing to 

accept new service. 

Totally based on individual factors and both concern factors of environment, this 

method can bring highly effectiveness to decision maker in making a decision on 

uncertainty situation about the adoption of a new service.  
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1.2 Research Question 

 From decision maker’s evaluating outcome format we know that decision’s 

utility value is highly related to two parts: (1) loss aversion and (2) probability 

sensitive. The exiting knowledge further shown when decision maker evaluate the 

uncertainty event’s outcome utility value not based on the outcomes of decision, stead 

of it involving the gap between decision maker’s expected utility value on outcome 

and the outcome’s real utility value (Kahneman, 1979).  

 When human make a decision on an uncertainty event or consider whether 

accept a new service, they must compare the cons, pros and utility value between the 

current situation and situation after changing (Scholl, 2002). Until make sure to accept 

the new service will better than another option, they tend to act to accept and use the 

new service.  

 In this research, we aim at the issues about effective evaluating method of 

computing mental utility value development which are illustrated as below:  

(a) Whether providing a high-quality new service expected to eliminate the gap 5 

analogy and can change the human’s behavior (willingness to accept new service) and 

increase their utility value? 

 In Cumulative Prospect Theory, human have a reference point which is 

influenced by human expectation, environment and society and so on (Albert Bandura, 

1977). It is used synonymously with the term current reference point to mean the 

reference point is generated by decision maker’s intuition. Then take current reference 

point as the balance point to compute the gain and loss from the decision. But, current 

reference point usually is not appropriate enough to represent the decision maker’s 

status quo. When human face an uncertainty event, fast thinking (system 1) (Daniel 

Kahneman, 2011) usually lead human jump to conclusion and affect their decision. 

There exists a thinking bias to make human can’t accurately evaluate utility value. For 
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example, focusing effect, the tendency to place too much importance on one attribute; 

impact bias, tendency to overestimate the length or the intensity of the impact of 

future feeling status, and so on. Because of thinking bias, decision makers usually 

overestimate or underestimate the expectation of decision outcome. Compared with 

prospect theory, the method which proposed by our study, pick up the high-weight 

attribute (e.g., time, monetary) and via a series of step to find out the new reference 

point. The new reference point is generated based on the decision maker’s 

psychological value, psychological behavior and other decision maker concern. We 

anticipate it can reflect the individual real situation, and it can help decision maker 

position suitable expectation. Let decision making under a suitable expectation, we 

expect that this way can bring decision maker more utility value.   

(b)  Is quality of expected service influenced by individual loss aversion? Do each 

attribute have own value function?  

There are lots of attributes that should be considered in the moment at which 

human are making decisions on uncertainty event, such as the amount of monetary, 

the cost of wasting time, material, self-principles or regulations and others dependent 

on event. Most weight, priority and level of loss aversion are changing over human’s 

value, behavior, culture, even over time. Individuals usually care different things, 

someone care money more than time, and vice versa. Everyone focuses on different 

aspects (attributes) in the same event, thence they have different levels of loss 

aversion on different attributes. In addition, the attributes which an individual 

concerns depend on event. How to generate the right value function to the right 

attribute to the right person in order to accurately evaluate the utility value is a critical 

issue.  
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1.3 Research Method 

 In this study, we would like to develop an individual autonomous service 

evaluation platform that can be achieved by taking advantage of human like bounded 

rationality in decision making and abstractive representation of platform components 

related to human’s mentality, environmental factors, factors of new services and 

others each target users of new service concerns when they face an problem of 

acceptable new service. Owing to some features of Cumulative Prospect Theory we 

use it as the base of the system. 

(a) Prospect Theory 

Prospect Theory is a behavioral finance that elaborate the manner that human 

choose between the certainty result and probabilistic alternatives that involve risk, that 

the probability of every outcome are known. It is used to evaluate mental utility value 

when human make decisions (decide whether accept new service or not). Decision 

maker are not totally rational in uncertainty situation, therefore prospect theory 

computing utility from decision maker’s mental characters, behavioral characters and 

others. By means of above way to reveal the irrational psychological factors which 

influence the choosing behavior.  

(b) Prospect Theory is individual based 

Human make decision in an uncertainty environment, the utility of decision 

dependent on the gap between outcome’s status and decision maker’s expectation 

instead of the just outcome’s status. As a result of this point, human who evaluate 

utility of decision usually have own reference point, which usually represent 

individual’s current situation. Current reference point is influenced by the human’s 

values and behavior, which distinguish the gain and loss dimension. The decision’s 

utility value evaluating process is totally dependents on the individual decision 

maker’s mental factors. 
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 Subject (individual) value function means value function generated by 

individual’s level of loss aversion about attribute. Individual has different level of 

importance about the same attribute. The level of importance affects the feeling of 

gain and loss and dependent on attribute. That is, level of loss aversion is a parameter 

in value function. In conclusion, individual loss aversion make individual value 

function.  

(c) Cumulative Prospect Theory  

In order to improve the prospect theory, cumulative prospect theory is an advance 

development and variant of prospect theory. Human tend to overweight extreme in 

unlikely events, but underweight average events. The main modification to Prospect 

Theory is that cumulative probabilities are transformed, rather than the probabilities 

itself. CPT improves the weight function to compute weight of probabilities accurately. 

The major point in Cumulative Prospect Theory is transforming object (public) 

cumulative probabilities into subject (individual) cumulative probabilities.  Subject 

(individual) cumulative probabilities mean that generated by human’s attitude (weight) 

when they face the probability of outcome in uncertainty situation. Cumulative 

Prospect Theory make evaluating utility value become individual, accurate, credibility 

and easily. 

  This study aims to provide a method that can position an appropriate reference 

point (expectation) for human, drawing upon human’s loss aversion to generate an 

individual value function and applying individual value function to demonstrate their 

gain and loss area. In addition, the method also generates probability function attained 

from the interactions with human a few times. With the value function and probability 

function, the method can then evaluate the utility value (benefit).  
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1.4 Purpose and Contribution  

 In this study, we will assist service providers (business) to promote their service 

and help service receiver (consumer) to improve their evaluating mechanism. Not 

only help businesses deliver advantages of their service to potential consumers, but 

also help consumers have an appropriate and fit expectation on the uncertainty event.  

 From Transtheoretical (stages of Change) Model (Prochaska, J., Johnson, S., & 

Lee, P. , 1998), Human usually spent a lot of time on evaluating whether the pro’s 

utility value is more than con’s utility value or not. We want to make human have 

highly effective changing cycle, make them can spend less time to complete changing 

cycle and make them can create more utility value from changing cycle.  

 In this study, we focus on the evaluating procedure in changing cycle. Evaluating 

procedure occurs in the contemplation step. After human finish and get the positive 

consequence from evaluating action, they will move to next step, called Preparation 

step.  

 Therefore, in order to achieve the above benefits we should diminish the time of 

evaluating procedure and make human have further cognition about their 

psychological concerns.  

 We also would like to build up a structure of system eliciting the individual value 

function and weight function to anticipate the more appropriate reference point and to 

evaluate the accurately utility value under uncertainty situation.  
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1.5 Content Organization 

 This study is followed the framework of Design Science in Information System 

Research, which was proposed by Alan, Salvatore, Jinsoo, and Sudha on 2004 (Figure 

1.3). In this framework, we could define the Environment of our research problem in 

Chapter one Introduction, and then we discuss researches to build the Knowledge 

Base what we did in Chapter two Literature Review. After that, in the IS Research part, 

we will develop a system to solve the relevant problem.  

 

 

Figure 1.3 Design Science Research Framework (Hevnor et al., 2004) 

 

There are five chapters comprised in the thesis proposal, the remainder proceeds as 

follows: 

 

 Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Investigate the related research proposed by others, providing the theoretical 

basis for this research. The investigated field of research includes quality of service, 
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gap of quality service, mental activities (system 1, system 2), prospect theory and 

cumulative prospect theory. 

 Chapter 3 Motivation Application 

Establish conceptual framework and system architecture of the BMIND 

(Behavior Modification for Insightful Design) service system. Describe how the 

system operates to improve human willingness to accept new service.  

 Chapter 4 Research Method 

Establish the conceptual model framework of research which is followed by 

developing the system.  

 Chapter 5 Application Scenario 

Illustrate an application scenario, we take travel APP – LazyTrip 

(http://www.lazybox.com.tw/app) as an example. 

 Chapter 6 Evaluation 

In this chapter, we would propose some propositions in order to verify our goals, 

also assumptions are also raised. Then the results would be provided, and the 

findings will be discussed in the end of this chapter. 

 Chapter 7 Conclusion 

This chapter elaborates conclusions, limitations, and future work of this research.  

Subsequent scholars might get inspiration from future work, and extend the 

research to break up the limitations. Also the contributions are manifested toward 

academic and the real market. 
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1.6 Terminologies 

 The main observation of Prospect theory is that human tend to think uncertainty 

outcome value usually relate to an individual reference point rather than final 

outcome’s status. Therefore, the gain means outcome value above the individual 

reference point, in other words, the loss means outcome value below the individual 

reference point. In computing procedure, value function and weight function are used 

to calculate the outcome value and weight of probability respectively.  

 Reference point means a balance point that is applied in evaluating the outcome 

value. It is usually the individual status quo, but it can represent the human’s 

expectation outcome value. The value function is defined on deviation from a 

reference point to distinguish gain and loss area. 

 Value function means a function deviation from a reference point and it normally 

concave for gain, commonly convex for losses. And it is generally steeper for 

losses than for gains. The indifferent between concave (gain) curve and convex 

(loss) curve is influenced by individual loss aversion about outcome (Kahneman, 

2011).  

 Weight function means a function represent human’s weight of probability. 

Weighting function for gain (w+) and losses (w-) based on median estimates of 

parameters. Because prospect theory treats preferences as a function of decision 

weights and it assumes the weight don’t always correspond to probability (Plous, 

S., 1993). It modify in Cumulative Prospect Theory.  
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1.7 Limitations of the Study 

In this study, the category of “new service” is limited to Major innovation, 

Start-up business and New services for the market presently served from classification 

of new services (Johnson et al, 2000). There are two main categories of innovations, 

radical innovations and incremental innovations. Abernathy differentiated incremental 

from radical innovation (Abernathy, 1978), while illustrated a similar concept called 

continuous and discontinuous technological changes (Porter, 1986).  

The definitions are as follows (Bonomelli, 2010): 

 Radical innovations 

A radical innovation requires completely new knowledge (competence 

destroying). New products and processes, emerged from unpredictable 

departure from the normal technological trajectory. 

 Incremental innovations  

An incremental innovation builds upon existing knowledge (competence 

enhancing). A series of small improvements to an existing product or product 

line that usually helps maintain or improve its competitive position over time.  

 In our study, we focus on that via procedure of behavioral change let human be 

willing to accept new service. Based on above definitions, new service of radical 

innovations is more appropriate to apply in this study. If human decide to adopt a 

discontinuous technological change (radical innovations), human usually make 

progress on the procedure of behavioral change and finish it. For example, Apple’s 

iTune is a radical innovations, it change human’s behavior of buying music. On the 

contrary, incremental innovations are progressing little by little. Even then human 

already adopted the new service (incremental innovations), they didn’t notice the 

change, for example, visible changes in appearances, rotatable screen of camera.  

 There are three types in radical innovations, including Major innovations, 
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Start-up business and New services for the market presently served. The definition of 

above innovations as follows:    

Table 1.1 The definition of new services of radical innovations (Source: Johnson et al., 

2000) 

Construct Definition 

Major innovations New services for markets as yet undefined; innovations 

usually driven by information and computer-based 

technologies. 
Start-up business New services in a market that is already served by existing 

services. 

New services for the 

market presently 

served 

New service offerings to existing customers of an 

organization (although the services may be available from 

other companies). 

 

 Major innovations, Start-up business and New services for the market presently 

served conform to our design insight which would progress a procedure of behavioral 

change. Therefore, in this study, the category of “new service” is limited to Major 

innovation, Start-up business and New services for the market presently served 

(Johnson et al, 2000).  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In the previous chapter, we have showed our deep concern for identifying 

appropriate expectation especially in face of prompting new service. Some of the 

existing literatures provide us the basis with how the service receivers evaluate the 

service, for example, to compute the utility value (benefit) of new service or 

understand the thinking model of decision maker. Grounded on the prior knowledge, 

the relationship between behavior change, thinking mode, and gap of service quality 

are the support for our control of new service expectation setting: 

 

2.1 Behavior change 

In the consumer’s view, human make decision whether to try new service or not 

when they receive the new service’s information, it will trigger behavior change. In 

this research, our purpose is make human willingness to try new service. Therefore, in 

this section we refer the past research (Prochaska, 1998) to understand features and 

drawback of stage of behavior change, in order to overcome the drawbacks and 

improve the efficiency of behavior change. 

Behavior change is often a goal for staff working directly with constituents, 

organizations, governments, communities, or individual (Glanz, 1990). There are five 

stage of behavior change as followings: 

 

Table 2.1 The definition of stage of behavior change (Source: AFAO, 1996) 

Stage Definition 

Pre-contemplation In this stage, changing a behavior has not been considered; 

human might not realize that change is possible or that it 

might be of necessary to them. 

Contemplation  Something happens to prompt human to start thinking 

about change, perhaps receiving information that change is 
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good for them or hearing someone had changed, resulting 

in the need for further change. 

Preparation  Human prepare to start the desired change, and this 

requires gathering information, finding out how to achieve 

the change, ascertaining skills necessary, deciding when 

change should take place, talking with others to see how 

they feel about the likely change, considering what will be 

the impact of change and who will be affected. 

Action  Human make changes, acting on previous decisions, 

experience, information, new skills, and motivations for 

making the change. 

Maintenance Human practices are required for the new behavior to be 

consistently maintained. 

 

 In order to improve the efficiency of the behavior change, we find the stage with 

longest time (about six months) is the contemplation stage (Patten et al., 2000; 

Prochaska et al., 1992). Human in this stage weigh the pros and cons of making the 

change which can cause them to remain here for long periods of time (Patten et al., 

2000; Prochaska et al., 1992). When they determine to try new service can bring 

benefit than risk and cost, they enter to Preparation stage. Due to human wasting 

much time to evaluate whether change brings more benefit, our research helps human 

make their preparation more efficient and more accuracy.  
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2.2 Decision making under uncertainty 

Uncertainty is essentially existent in most decision making and evaluating. For 

the problem of human appraising whether a new service is worth trying, it can be 

viewed as decision making in an uncertainty environment. A resolution is through 

some formula from behavioral finance such as Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT). 

In this research, we want to improve accuracy of decision and diminish bias 

under uncertainty. Therefore, it is imperative to find out the level of uncertainty and 

identify the uncertainty to which this research belongs. Courtney (1997) indicated the 

four levels of uncertainty and describes how business make strategy. The four level 

are A clear-enough future, Alternate future, A range of future, True ambiguity. But the 

previous literature is applied in business-level decision, such as evaluate whether 

entering emerging markets or developing emerging technologies, instead of leading 

human to achieve maximum benefit of decision under uncertainty. In this research, we 

apply four levels of uncertainty on personal decision about trying new service. And, 

how decision maker (user) face the uncertainty situation to manage their expectation 

and get maximum benefit. In highly uncertain business environments, what makes for 

a good strategy becomes an important issue. Some executives seek to shape the future 

with high-stakes bets. This section will describe four levels of uncertainty and try to 

find the way to make strategy under uncertainty for business (Courtney, 1997). It is 

aimed to identify which level of uncertainty to which the act of trying new service 

would belong: (the diagrammatic presentation of four level of uncertainty is showed 

in Figure 2.1) 
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Figure 2.1 Four level of uncertainty (Source : Courtney, 1997) 

 

 Level 1: A Clear-Enough Future 

At level 1, managers can develop a single forecast that is precise enough for 

strategy development.  

 Level 2: Alternate Future 

At level 2, the future can be described as one of a few alternate outcomes or 

discrete scenarios. In this level, analysis can’t forecast which outcome will occur, 

although it may help establish probability.  

 Level 3: A Range of Future 

At level 3, a range of potential futures can be identified. That range is defined by 

a limit number of variables, but the actual outcome may lie anywhere along a 

continuum bounded by that range. The range included the gains and losses outcomes. 

 Level 4: True Ambiguity 
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At level 4, multiple dimensions of uncertainty interact to create an environment 

that is virtually impossible to predict. 

 In this research, we want to find the outcome of trying a new service under 

uncertainty environment. According to our observation, the outcomes of new service 

is more similar to Level-3. That is, the way that we identify outcomes is via a limited 

number of variables and the interactions with user in our service system. Outcomes 

including gain or loss are in a range of potential futures. 

 

2.3 Mode of thinking (system1 & system2) 

When users position their expectation of new service, psychological activities 

which including two modes of thinking, system 1 and system 2 (Stanovich, West, 

2000) see the Figure 2.3, will start to operate to help user do decision. Previous 

research (Table 2.1) about thinking mode can bring us more knowledge about 

psychological activities of user. System 1 and system 2 both influence user’s thinking 

(Figure 4.1), in here, we discuss about setting expectation of new service. These two 

systems (system1 & system2) can’t be turned off, so we should take attention to them. 

Therefore, we apply existing knowledge (operations of thinking mode, possible bias 

and so on) to design our system and overcome their drawback. The drawback of 

thinking mode is usually existing bias. In this research, we via interaction and 

computing try to diminish bias of psychological activities and to achieve maximum 

benefit.  

In human’s psychology, there are existing two systems about their modes of 

thinking, system 1 and system 2. In recent ten years, mental systems were examined 

by psychologists. There are not really a “system” (for example, alimentary system) 

which must operate by a predicted process and interact to others. In human’s brain, it 

does not have a part called a system. System 1 and system 2 are virtual role in 
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human’s mentality. Appling the term to describe the mental mechanisms that make 

human understand their meanings easier is the purpose of these term strategy. A 

summary of the generic properties distinguished by several two thinking modes is 

presented in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.2. The terms for the two systems used by a variety of theorists and the 

properties of dual-process theories of reasoning (Source: Keith Stanovich et. 2000) 

 

  

System 1, is an automatic operation, fast, effortless. Even though it needs effort, it 

must use a little effort. It is not controlled by self (Keith Stanovich, Richard West, 

2000). Ordered by degree of complexity, the followings are some examples about new 

services for system 1: 

 Detect one new service is more complex than another new service. 

 When seeing the new service’s interface, reveal disgust and impatient. 
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 Understand the easy sentence in new service’s synopsis. 

 Recognize and judge a descriptive sentence that belongs to which service 

domain. 

 These mental events are related to two human’s mode of thinking. They 

automatically appear, are effortless or use a little effort. The function of system 1 

includes all nature characters’ skill. We naturally perceive surroundings, cognize 

staffs, concentrate on events, averse loss, and so on. Other mental activities become 

fast and automatic with keeping practice in a long-term. In system 1, human learn to 

connect two thinking modes (system 1 and system 2) and some skill. For example, 

explain and figure out the difference between different societal situations. But, system 

1 can’t solve every problems or decisions. When system 1 face a challenge, it will call 

system 2 to access propose and help. 

 In addition, system 1 usually exists bias and system 1 usually has systematic 

errors in some specific situation. System 1 usually keeps silent about major charges 

while admitting minor ones. System 1 likes to respond easier questions, instead of 

answer the major questions. System doesn’t understand logic and statistic. Moreover, 

system 1 has a big drawback. That is, system 1 never turns off. As the following 

famous example (see Figure 2.2), we can know the difference between image (illusion) 

and belief (truth).  
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Figure 2.2 the famous experiment of system 1 (Source: Muller-Lyer, 1889) 

 Above is a general picture, there are two straight line, in the two side of lines 

with different direction fin shaped lines. Obviously, the bottom line is longer than top 

line as we see in the picture and we believe what we see. But, if we have ever seen 

this picture, which we know these two lines have same length. This a famous wrong 

impression that propose by Muller-Lyer (Müller-Lyer, 1889). If we use ruler to 

evaluate these two lines, we can know they have same length. In the above example, 

although our belief tells us that as long as these two lines, we “see” the bottom one is 

longer than above one. We choose to believe the evaluated result, but we can not 

avoid the operation of system 1.  

 System 2 is much different from system 1. System 2 must use attention to do a 

lots effort on mental activities. Its operations include complexity calculation. System 

2 is usually related to agent's choosing, attention and objective experiences. When we 

consider about ourselves, it represents we use system 2 to make decisions. It also 

means conscious, rational, etc.. It has belief and it can choose, decide how to think 

and how to do.  

 Ordered by degree of complexity, the following are some examples about new 

services for system 2: 

 Search the memory to find out the some experience about relative service. 

 Fill up the form. 

 Compare within two services, determine which is more effective. 

 Check a complex process of new service. 

 

2.4 Gap of service quality 

An essential process of service delivery is proposed by previous research 

(Parasuraman, Zeithamel and Berry, 1985). It indicates the gap of service quality 
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during the delivery procedure and the factor of expected service (Figure 2.1). It 

demonstrates the gap of service delivery and the problem about gap, which can help 

improve service quality. 

The reason why users don’t feel worth trying new service is usually about unfit 

expectation (Valarie A. Zeithaml, 1988). Service quality as perceived by consumers 

depends on the size and direction of an additional gap, also called expectation (gap 5 

analogy in Figure 2.1). There are five gap in service quality, they exist in the service 

delivery process, from management perception to customer expectation. Therefore, in 

this research, our goal is giving user a more appropriate expectation on decision.  

That is, expected service, proposes the composition of expected service to analyze 

what reasons influence expectation of new service for user. But the expected service is 

usually distorted, due to influence of factors of environment. Applying previous 

literature (Parasuraman, Zeithamel,and Berry, 1985), this research wants to modify 

the composition of expected service according to user’s concerns. Making the 

expectation of new service to become more accurate for user is the purpose of this 

research. 

In this paper, we hope to focus on service delivery part to increase service quality. 

That is, there are five dimensions about service quality, Reliability, Responsiveness, 

Assurance, Empathy, Tangibles (Parasuraman, Zeithamel, and Berry, 1988). In the 

service delivery process, service quality is influenced by the gaps of service quality 

(Parasuraman, Zeithamel and Berry, 1985). Gaps make service quality decrease, cut 

down consumers received value from new service. Following Figure 2.1, there are 

five gap in improving the service quality process, first, Gap 1, the difference is 

between customer’s expected service and management perceptions of consumer 

expectations; Gap 2, the difference is between management perceptions of consumer 

expectations and service quality specifications; Gap 3, the difference is between 
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service quality specifications and service delivery; Gap 4, the difference is between 

service delivery and external communication to customers; Gap 5, the difference is 

between customer’s expected service and customer’s perceived service. Above gaps 

can reference following figure. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 gaps of service quality in human’s mental system (source : Parasuraman, 

Zeithamel, and Berry, 1985) 

 Gap 5 is the reason that service fail. It is the last step in service process. There 

are four other gaps before Gap 5. But they contribute to Gap 5. Gap 5 is the challenge. 

It is the reason consumers do not willing to accept the new services. Even though the 

above four gaps are eliminated excluding Gap 5, the service still fails. The bigger the 

gap 5 exists, the harder to satisfy consumers. Users do not tell new service provider 
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what they expect or how they will perceive service. 

 When human encounter a new service, they will have an expected service in their 

mind. The expected service is used to evaluating the benefit outcome about accepting 

new service. Human compare expected service and perceived service to determine 

which they gain or loss from new service. Expected service is related to three factor, 

word of mouth, personal needs and past experience (Parasuraman, Zeithamel, and 

Berry, 1988).  

 

 

Figure 2.4 the attribute of expected service 

 

 According to the description about system 2 (one of the thinking mode, system 2 

is usually related to agent's choosing, attention and objective experiences.), we 

inference that these three factors have dominant influence from operation of system 2. 

The followings will illustrate the relevance between three factors of expected service 

and operation of system 2 about accepting new service. 

 Word of mouth : 

Word of mouth plays an important role in service. That are difficult to evaluate 

before consumer purchase or accept new service and before direct experience of 

new service. In tangible view, experts (including marketing analysis report, 

friends and family) are word-of-mouth sources. However, in intangible value, the 

social value (Sheth, Newma, Gross, 1991) of new service is also word-of-mouth 
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sources. Whatever tangible or intangible word-of-mouth can affect the levels of 

desired and predicted service (Customer expectations of service, p66). When 

human receive the positive or negative word-of-mouth about new service, they 

may go through choosing, comparing and other action that controlled by system 

2. These activities are triggered by human’s consciousness. 

 

 Personal needs : 

The most important factor about desired or expected service level is personal 

needs. Personal needs are those status quo and conditions necessary to 

understand the psychological and physical well-being of the consumers. Personal 

needs are the pivotal factor which shaped what consumers desire in service. 

Personal needs can be classified to many categories, including physical, social, 

psychological and functional (Customer expectations of service, p60). Human 

apply their attention to think and be aware what they want and what they care. It 

means that human perceiving their personal needs is a mental activity. That is, 

the activity is controlled by themselves, instead of automatic from intuition. We 

can inference that the desire evaluating, requirement analyzing or other activity 

about generating personal needs are influenced by operation of system 2. 

Because system 2 is responsible for mind computing (including memory, 

analysis, compare and so on). 

 Past experience : 

Past experience, the consumer’s previous contact to service that is relevant to the 

new service which tends to promote to consumers. Past experiences is another 

force in shaping consumers’ desires, predictions and expected service. If 

consumer had used the similar services they would be compared with new 

service on quality, social value, cost and so on. For example, assume service 
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provider release a new reservation system. Thus, consumer probably compare the 

response time with all previous reservation systems they used. Consumers also 

compare across industries. Past experience, human search previous memory and 

compare, evaluate which one is better. These mental activities are belonging to 

the operation of system 2. In addition, the mental activities in this factor (past 

experience) are classified to the high-level operation in system 2. 
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2.5 Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT) 

In order to improve the prospect theory, cumulative prospect theory is an 

advance development and variant of prospect theory. In order to judge a decision 

whether it brings positive utility value, researchers propose methods to evaluate it. 

Among them, Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT) is a method which computes utility 

value of decision according to personal perception (psychological value, probability 

weight). This method can help us compute utility value of new service. In this 

research, we apply the variables and formula in our process. Through interact with 

user to get the value of variable make result more accurate, instead of directly use the 

value of variable with bias. This way can increase the accuracy of utility value.  

In order to assess the utility value of a decision for individual, researches 

improve the existing way (expected utility theory, prospect theory) to propose 

Cumulative Prospect Theory. It, as a tool, is applied to compute benefit of trying new 

service in this research. 

Expected utility theory existed for many decades as the dominant normative and 

descriptive model of decision making under uncertainty, but it has come under some 

questions in recent years (Tversky, 1992). It proposed human evaluate utility of 

decision by value of outcome. For example, there are two person, a poor and a rich, 

and they both gain 10 dollars from a decision. In the expected utility theory, it 

declares they have same utility in above situation. But it has some bias in this point 

because the utility that human really feel is usually the situation in which the poor feel 

more than the rich. Since they have different status quo (reference point) in this event, 

the theory can not use the same standard to present the utility of individual. Therefore, 

there is a general agreement that the theory does not provide a sufficient description 

of individual choice. 

CPT comprises above observations in modification of Expected Utility Theory 
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via replacing final value with outcomes relative to the reference point (expectation), 

replacing the utility function with a value function (see Figure 2.5) that depend on 

outcome, and replacing probabilities with weighted cumulative probabilities, also 

called weight function (see Figure 2.6). These two functions (value function and 

weight function) is generated from interacting with user; so they can represent the 

psychological value (Tversky, Kahneman, 1992) and attitude of probability weight of 

user. Regarding as psychological value, it means the subjective value of each attribute 

for each individual. Therefore, these two functions (value function and weight 

function) solve the weakness of expected utility theory. In addition, they can deliver 

the perception of user to our system. According to user’s perception to find a more 

appropriate expectation and suggest they to re-position their expectation, let user feel 

gaining more benefits and then be willingness to try new service. 

 

Figure 2.5 Value function in CPT (Source : Tversky, Kahneman, 1992) 
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Figure 2.6 weighted cumulative probabilities function in CPT (Source : Tversky, 

Kahneman, 1992) 
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CHAPTER 3 MOTIVATING APPLICATIONS 

 

BMIND is consisted of Behavior Modification for Insightful Design. The 

objective of the BMIND research project aims at helping people achieve intentional 

behavior change that can help result in transformative service innovation (i.e., the 

industrial or societal changes, moving beyond design being simply creating new 

values or improving existing values for narrowly targeted customers). When human 

receive promotion of new service (information, description of features of new service), 

it will trigger an intentional behavior change. Intentional behavior change is about 

engaging customers to think about modifying their existing behaviors into ones that 

would enable and sustain the new value capture on the part of customers. This project 

will develop a generic intentional behavior change framework featuring a set of 

methods and models to facilitate intentional behavior change towards transformative 

service innovation. The role of this research is responsible for finding an appropriate 

expectation positioning of new service during medium of intentional behavior change. 

 

3.1 Conceptual Framework of BMIND 

 BMIND service system is a set of approaches that aim to help human finish the 

intentional behavior change in the terms of three core procedure (Preference Analysis, 

Appropriate Expectation Positioning and Visualization-based Cognition Behavior 

Reframing). In BMIND service system, the three procedures have to include the five 

stage of intentional behavior change cycle that is comprised of Pre-contemplation, 

Contemplation, Preparation, Action and Maintenance. In addition, in each procedure 

based on different academic domain to apply the existing knowledge to design 

BMIND service system. Figure 3.1 then demonstrates the conceptual framework of 

BMIND. 
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 Figure 3.1 Conceptual Framework of BMIND 

 

3.1.1 Preference Analysis 

According to the Trans-theoretical Model, user who are not considering a change 

means user in the stage of pre-contemplation. Moving out the pre-contemplation stage 

is the starting point of the whole behavior change process. From the point of view of 

accepting a new service, user in the stage of pre-contemplation may yield to their 

current state and have no intention to use a new service. They are under-informed 

about the benefits they will gain if they accept the new service. Therefore, in order to 

build a generic intentional behavior change framework to help people change their 

behavior, understanding the reason why these people still stay in the stage of 

pre-contemplation is significant.  

The purpose of this procedure is to collect the data that can describe the current 

Pre-contemplation 

Trans-theoretical Model 

Contemplation Preparation Action Maintenance 

Procedure of BMIND service system 

Existing Knowledge (Academic domain)  

Psychology Communication Behavior Economics 

Preference Analysis 
Appropriate  

Expectation  

Positioning 

Visualization-based  

Cognition  

Behavior 

Reframing 
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state of the user in the first stage. First, system needs to understand user’s current 

mental states that illustrate the hypothetical state or process that correlates to feeling 

and thinking, consisting of a group of mental representations and propositional 

attitudes; so we can find the factors that affect the process of decision making of 

accepting a new service. To achieve goal, based on psychological methodologies, we 

develop a preference analysis module of the new service and try to use the result to 

build a mental state model for each user. After building the models, system can 

analyze them in the procedure and help user raise their consciousness of the need to 

change and move to the next stage of change. 

The attribute preferences will be delivered to next procedure as user’s mental 

information. The term of subjective perceived attribute importance in the conceptual 

model (See 4.2) of second procedure of BMIND system is represented the attribute 

preferences. 

 

3.1.2 Appropriate Expectation Positioning 

 According to Trans-theoretical Model, user who in the stage of Contemplation 

evaluate the utility of changing. Unless they guarantee the pros is more than cons 

bringing from behavior change, they don’t quit evaluating and still staying in this 

stage. Therefore, the most important mission in stage of Contemplation is 

“evaluating”. From the point of view of using a new service, the users in stage of 

Contemplation compute the utility of new service, unless they guarantee the benefit is 

more than cost bringing from accepting new service. In order to build a generic 

intentional behavior change framework to help people change their behavior, BMIND 

helps user find appropriate expectation and improve the efficiency of evaluating. 

Based on the domain of behavior economics to design and to solve the problem 

of inappropriate expectation of new service for user, BMIND provides an interacting 
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and computing model for user to estimate utility which user real concerns. In addition, 

BMIND gives user an appropriate expectation to evaluate whether new service brings 

more benefit than cost to them. This would make user become more efficient and 

accurate on evaluating the pros and cons of new service on stage of Contemplation 

then start to next stage (Preparation) of intentional behavior change cycle. 

 

3.1.3 Visualization-based Cognition Behavior Reframing 

This section is based on Trans-theoretical Model, from stage of post-preparation 

to stage of action to stage of maintenance, and focuses on progressing that people 

reframe their cognition behavior in practice. When people move into the stage of 

preparation, they would collect much information including the social suggestions, 

personal mental reflection, and their current state which concerns about the pros and 

cons of new service. User would receive an appropriate expectation from Appropriate 

Expectation Positioning where they can hold and feel more satisfied. The expectation 

value makes user move to the stage of action; they guarantee they stay in the best 

position. There is an abstract concept on implementing a cognition change, and we 

apply the model of frame effect (Scheufele, 1999) to deduce how to reframe the 

cognition step by step and enhance the concrete. Unless user’s changing plans are 

fulfilled, it repeats a spiral process to modify their plan from the beginning to the 

stage of action. Thus, people would change their cognition that may affect their 

performance of existing behavior. 

In order to transform the cognition behavior, system interacts with user to collect 

the required data and provide analysis data to them. This procedure based on 

communication domain. Communicating is more ubiquitously keeping up with the 

time in human’s daily life and affecting user to develop their cognition and attitude 

that are formed the personal behavior. There are some communication theories to 
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support our research and get involved in different stage of behavior change cycle to 

reinforce the possibility of cognition behavior change.  
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3.2 System Architecture of BMIND 

 This research presents a systematic mechanism to develop a service system to 

provide user’s appropriate expectation and reframe cognition of user of new service. 

There are three modules in system architecture, Building a Mental State Module (also 

called finding the current expectation of user of new service), Building an Appropriate 

Mental State Module (also called system suggested expectation, new expectation) and 

Communicating with Cognition Module. These three modules are designed to concept 

of procedure, the output of first module (Building a Mental State Module) is taken as 

the input of second module (Building an Appropriate Mental State Module). And so 

forth, the output of second module (Building an Appropriate Mental State Module) is 

taken as the input of third module (Communicating with Cognition Module). 

Following describes the operation of each module, and shows system architecture in 

Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 System Architecture of BMIND Service
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3.2.1 Building a Mental State Module 

The aim of this module is to build mental state (current expectation) models that can 

represent the feeling, thinking or other emotional and cognitive thing for each user.  

 New Service Description and Attributes: Service providers must input the 

description and the attributes of new service as the fundamental data which 

system applied to interact with user. 

 Collecting User Preference Level of the Attribute: The purpose of this model 

is to interact with user to collect the data which the user’s preference level of 

the attributes of the services. To build the mental state model, system uses the 

preference of the attributes of new service as the fundamental input. Use 

preference, surface features of the cognition and emotion to represent the 

psychological state of user.  

 Building a Mental State Model of Current Expectation: This process apply 

user’s preference level of the attributes of new service to rebuild a complete 

mental state model for each user. This model shows the current overall 

thoughts of new service of users, especially the current expectations of the 

services. 

 

3.2.2 Appropriate Mental State Module 

The purpose of this module is to find out the more appropriate expectation of 

new service for user. Using the CPT (domain of behavior economics) to compute the 

utility of new service for user who has new expectation, to guarantee the new 

expectation is the more appropriate one. In order to understand the psychological 

states (psychological value, probability weigh) of user to compute utility, system 

would interact with user several rounds to gain user’s percept. 

 Generating Value Function: Purpose of this operation is getting the user’s 
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psychological value about the major features of new service. 

 Generating Decision Weight Function: Purpose of this operation is to 

understand the probability weight (attitude of probability) of user about 

evaluating new service. 

 Building an Appropriate Mental State (suggested expectation): This 

operation is the aim of this module, applying the above user’s psychological 

states (psychological value, probability weigh) to build the more appropriate 

expectation and to compute the expected utility bring from accepting new 

service. 

 

3.2.3 Communicating with Cognition Module 

This module would analyze the data received from the further modules and pass 

into the calculated section, and then people can obtain a processed data via 

correspondence analysis technique. Thus, there are two modules to illustrate what 

user will gain from system when user wants to change and follow the changing 

procedure. Graph making model offers a graphic data to understand easily, and when 

interacting with the graph user operates on the graph and receives recommendations 

to reframe. Following illustrates two models. 

 Making Correspondence Analysis Graph Model: The purpose of this model is to 

generate a visualized graph that user can increase impression, attraction and 

interaction of new service. Correspondence map implies more information 

represent by dots and use the distances between dots to display their relations 

that would inspire user to understand the gap and to seek the solutions. 

 Reframing Cognition Model: The aims of this model is reframing, user gets the 

correspondence map and compares the difference between the data from the 

visual graph and incorporate analyzed result into their cognition. Moreover, 
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system provides recommendations (from service provider and social) to user. 

The textual information assists user to know the perspectives of other user and 

observe other user’s cognition that urge them to learn the benefit and modify 

their cognition of new service. Finally, in order to guarantee system can achieve 

reframing of user’s cognition, system applies simple formula to evaluate the 

changing result. After that, result would be classified to a specific category, each 

categories represents different degrees of their cognition changing. It will give 

the evidence of changing level to user that they can know their effort on 

reframing and what kinds of recipient they belong to. 
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3.3 System Scenario 

i-Part was established in 2003, it is the biggest online dating platform in Taiwan. 

i-Part provides for making friends on website, searching interested person, dating 

service, holding sodality, virtual cohabitation, decorating style, dating game and other 

services. It already has more than three millions user. It declares i-Part has the most 

fast speed of making friends and the largest number of new friends in the online 

dating industry. About the performance of i-Part, the number of getting marry, it 

declares i-Part has the highest success ratio. In the concept of security, it also support 

five ways of authentication mechanism, in order to guarantee the truth and safety of 

making friend.  

 In the dating industry, i-Part can be known a radical innovation service. In the 

tradition way of making friend (dating), human through different intermediary (dating 

marriage intermediary, matchmaker) without technique, for example social gathering, 

blind date and marriage agency (such as YueLao bank, it is a business which plays the 

role of matchmaker). However, i-Part proposes a physical way of making friend to 

virtual way of making friend. i-Part creates a radical innovation in online dating 

industry in Taiwan. This innovation type (radical innovation) of new service (i-Part) is 

correspond to our limitation of research. Therefore, we take online dating platform- 

i-Part as our real case in system scenario to simulate the operation of process in our 

service system.  

The technology has been increasingly improved day by day, then the more 

competitors appear, for example iMatchBox and DateMeNow. i-Part, iMatchBox and 

DateMeNow are top three online dating platform in the Taiwan. Although i-Part is the 

industry leader, they must think about how to keep their competitive advantage and 

how to make more potential user start an intentional behavior change to have the 

willingness to try their service. In our service system, we hope we can help user to 
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cognize the real expected service and help service provider to deliver the features of 

new service which user real concerns. 

In this research, we take i-Part as the application to use BMIND service system 

to explore potential user (who has desire of dating or making friends). Following are 

several procedures that i-Part (service provider) and potential user need to participate. 

 First, i-Part (service provider) needs to provide the description of new 

service and several major features of their service, for example, population 

of interacting, membership dues, number of successful case (success ratio), 

level of security mechanism and so on. System stores these features as 

attribute in the New Service Description Database. 

 Second, collect user’s preference level of the attitude to build the mental 

state (current expectation) and deliver these attribute preferences to next 

procedure. In view of this case, we assume the attribute preferences are 

population of interacting, membership annual fees and success ratio. If user 

has high expectation of i-Part, he thinks the success ratio of i-Part is 90%. 

“Success ratio” is an attribute preference and “90%” is mental state (current 

expectation) of i-Part. 

 Third, system will apply the current mental state (current expectation) to 

find out other psychological state (psychological value, probability weigh) 

through interacting with user. Through “appropriate mental state module” to 

find user overestimates utility value of success ratio, it means user has too 

much expectation of i-Part. System computes the new expectation (assume 

75%) and then compare with next prospect (it means expected utility value 

assuming i-Part declares they have 70% success ratio). 

 Finally, after receiving data from previous procedure. System applies data to 

fill in the contingency table which would do some operations to create a 
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correspond map. Users read the map and understand how large a difference 

between those positions about the new service. In addition, user can interact 

with the map which shows the recommendations to give them some guides 

to reframe their cognition. In the i-Part case, user has a map which 

represents the different level of success ratio. Users understand the gap of 

their current expectation and suggested expectation, and form a new 

cognition behavior and then change their behavior (to sign up for 

membership in i-Part). This would then be our BMIND project's ultimate 

purpose. 
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CHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1 Motivating Concept 

 Service providers usually consider the human’s concerns, the scenario happened, 

advantage of the service achieved, process of the service undergone, including 

Discover (opportunities), Define (point of view), Develop (service concept and 

prototype) and Deliver (the proposed solution) (Design Council, 2005), while they 

design service. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 gaps of service quality in human’s mental system 

 

 In this study, we will focus on delivery part. To achieve high quality of new 

service, we should keep the process of delivering effective and clear. However, there 

are five gap of service quality (Parasuraman, Zeithamel, and Berry, 1985) during the 
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service delivering (Figure 4.1). We focus on gap 5 analogy, i.e., the difference 

between customer expectation and benefit of provider’s service. To accurately 

evaluate a new service, we argue that consumer can have an appropriate expectation 

by deducting the bias in evaluating benefit of service and considering the increased 

utility from accepting new service. As follows is the rationale. 

 In mental activity, deciding whether to accept to use a new service is dependent 

on the collaborative operation of system 1 and system 2. System 1 refers to intuition, 

emotion and other effortless works. System 2 indicates calculation, evaluation, 

comparison and other need effort attention works (Hammond, 1996). Sometime 

system 1 occupies the most of process of decision; vice versa, sometime system 2 

conduct the guide of decision. System 2 usually affects the expected service, 

including word of mouth, personal needs and past experience.  

 In chapter 2 we describe the three factors of expected service and system 2. We 

can say system 2 lead human to determine their expectation of a service. Everyone 

has different expectation of a service. For word-of-mouth, everyone receives 

word-of-mouth from different kinds of sources; they will generate different levels of 

expectation. For example, someone hears many advantages about the new service; he/ 

she must has high expected service. Vice versa, if someone receives negative 

descriptions or disadvantages about the same service, they will have low expected 

service. For personal needs, everyone is situated in different situation, so he/ she has 

different desires or requirements. Thus, it leads everyone to have specific personal 

needs. For past experience, it almost depends on individuals. Everyone goes through 

totally different life, so he/ she has the individual experience. These three individual 

factors generate the individual expected service about new service form individual 

consumer (decision maker).  
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 But system 2 can still have bias in a decision-making process (K. E. Stanovich, R. 

F. West, 2000). The bias will make human’s decision or thinking distorted. Distorting 

mental activities creates imprecise desire or expected service. That is, human can’t 

evaluate the benefit of new service accurately. Following has three concepts to 

illustrate the bias of system 2. 

 First, one of the major works of system 2 is monitoring the suggestions about 

thinking and action from system 1 (Kahneman & Frederick, 2002). Making some of 

these suggestions can appear on human’s behavior, and constrain or modify other 

thinking and action. For a simple question, don’t solve question quickly and please 

listen to intuition in advance. For example, “A bet and a ball cost 1.10 dollars, and a 

bet is 1 dollar more expensive than a ball. How much is the ball?” A quick answer in 

your mind, obviously, is 1 dollar. The character of this simple evaluating question is 

leading an intuition and appealing answer. However, this answer is wrong. This 

question makes scholars know system 2 closely adopts suggestions from system 1. 

They influence system 2 to directly accept the answer from system 1, instead of 

checking the answer. Therefore, if human who have less positive mental activities, 

they will fall into a trap. It is called “principle of least effort (Zipf, 1949)”. That why 

system 2 may bring the bias in perceiving expected service about new service.  

 Second, when human think a consequence is right, they have high-probability to 

trust the propositions which look like support the consequence. Even if this 

proposition is not complete and clear, when system 1 joins to make decision, the 

consequence is usually come before the proposition. 

 Third, the knowledge of fact is not all-or-none in our consciousness. When we 

encounter some problems, the known truth not necessarily come to our mind. Because 

finding out the solution sometime depends on automatic memory. Everyone has 

different level of efficiency in this operation. Therefore, system 2 may ignore specific 
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checking and searching. Thus, it will generate bias in making decision (Kahneman & 

Frederick, 2002). 

Above three points about the defect of system 2, our study hopes we can solve 

these shortcomings. Our study tends to provide a mechanism to help consumer 

position their expectation in a right position. It can make them gain more benefit from 

new service. 
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4.2 Conceptual Model 

 

Figure 4.2 Conceptual Model  
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 The conceptual model underlying our mechanism is shown in Figure 4.2. As 

follows are the descriptions of the conceptual model, of which the definitions of the 

constructs are enlisted in Table 4.1:    

Table 4.1 The definition of each construct 

Construct Definition 

Degree of uncertainty The level of uncertainty of current decision environment. 
  

Gain and losses The values of the outcomes for both positive and negative 

consequences of a choice that are assigned generally 

concave/convex for gains/losses and usually have the 

diminishing returns characteristic. 
Reference point The reference level from which an individual views 

consequences (monetary or other) in terms of changes. It 

is usually that individual's status quo. 

Degree of loss 

aversion 
The attitude of facing an uncertainty or risky decision. 

Preference of attribute 

of new service 

proposal 

The importance of new services’ attributes (functions or 

characters) for each individual.  

Cumulative subjective 

perceived importance 

of new service  

Cumulated importance of outcomes that is often 

represented in terms of cumulated probabilities (decision 

weight) of real importance in order to prevent the situation 

of overestimating or underestimating probability. 
External 

communication to 

customer 

Expectations are highly influenced by external 

environment’s factors, for example statements made by 

company or media, and so on. 

Word of mouth The extent of the information passing from person to 

person by oral communication, which could be as simple 

as telling someone the time of day. 
Personal needs An individual's maximum extent of desired or expected 

service is regarded as personal needs. 
Past experience The capacity of consumer’s previous contacts of services 

that is relevant to the new service which tends to promote 

to consumers. 
Willingness to try new 

service  
The willingness level of being happy to try the new 

service when human feel they can gain more benefit from 
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new service. 
 

Living with Uncertainty  

 Without uncertainty, there would be no hope, no ethics, and no freedom of 

choice. It is only because we don’t predict what the future owns for us (e.g., the 

exactly time and ways of our death) so that we can have expectation. In other words, 

we can’t know exactly the future results of our decision; therefore our choice can be 

free (Hastie and Dawes, 2001, p. 333). There is much uncertainty in the world, one 

of our most primary choice is whether we will accept the uncertainty as a factor or 

try to run away from it. That is, some of consumer making decisions involve 

ambiguity and uncertainty, when they face a decision whether to accept a new 

service or purchase a new product (Kahn, 1988). In the four levels of uncertainty, 

including level-1 A Clear-Enough Future, level-2 Alternate Future, level-3 A Range 

of Future and level-4 True Ambiguity. In this study, willingness accept new service 

belongs to the level 3: A Range of Future. That range is defined by a limited number 

of key variables (attributes), but the actual outcome may appear anywhere and along 

a continuum bounded by that range (Courtney, 1997). 

 When the outcome of a decision is not known with certainty, a decision maker 

faces a decision-making dilemma under conditions (attributes) of risk and conditions 

(attributes) of uncertainty. A decision is made under risk when a decision maker can 

make a list of all possible outcome related with a decision. And let these outcomes 

be assigned a probability of occurrence (S. Charles Maurice, Christopher R. Thomas, 

2001).  

 Thus, the gain and loss will follow the degree (level) of uncertainty. In the 

different level, human will adopt different strategy to predict outcome and to 

evaluate gain or loss from outcome. If a decision is with high-level uncertainty, it 
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will contain more ambiguity outcome and more sensitive about gain and loss. Vice 

versa, if a decision is with low-level uncertainty, it will have almost certainty 

outcome and near actuarial gain and loss.  

 The relationship about Degree of uncertainty and Reference point is former 

affects the latter. It means the degree of uncertainty influence human to determine 

their reference point. Due to the reference point is usually represented by the 

human’s status quo. That is, we also can say degree of uncertainty decides human’s 

status quo. Take reference point for monetary as an example: In the unstable 

economic environment, the value of a currency is unstable and dynamic fluctuation. 

When human want to determine a reference point for a monetary trade. If the value 

of currency of fluctuation gets seriously, human will determine the lower reference 

point in making decision. In the other case, we focus on system stability. In a 

certainty infrastructure environment which entrust all infrastructures to high quality 

IaaS providers, then manager will determine higher reference point for level of 

stability. Following above two example, we can say that the degree of uncertainty of 

environment decide the human’s status quo. That is, it really has critical influence 

on determining reference point.  

 

Value Function (Personal Needs Evaluation) 

 Thaler (1999) proposed the implication of prospect theory for mental 

accounting to explain many anomalies in everyday consumer behavior and market. 

Valuation involves inferring the personal values for the consequence attached to 

each outcome. The value function summarizes prospect theory’s assumptions about 

transformation of an objective measure of consequences into individual values for a 

representative person making a decision (Hastie and Dawes, 2001, p. 275).  
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There are three major characteristic of value function: Reference point, Gain 

and losses, Degree of loss aversion. When we respond to attributes such as wealth, 

welfare, brightness, loudness, or temperature, the past and present information of 

experience defines to this reference point, it called adaptation-level theory (Helson, 

1964). The environment with uncertainty affects the reference point which is 

determined by human during making decision. 

 Gain and losses  

The area of gain and loss are partitioned by reference point (status quo). 

The values of the outcomes for both positive (gain) and negative (loss) 

consequences of the choice have marginally diminishing return (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1992). Meanwhile, a nonlinear regression procedure is used to 

estimate the parameters of the equations of value function. This character 

represents the actuarial psychology conscious. It not only transfers the pure 

objective value to subjective value, but also demonstrates the diminishing 

sensitivity.  

After getting the curve of gain and losses, it is generally concave for gains 

and commonly convex for losses. In prospect theory, it represents an 

asymmetry between gains and losses (J. S. Lleras, 2012). It means human have 

different attitude about gain and losses. In the next step, we will bring the risk 

attitude to value function. Detect the human’s risk attitude and then modify the 

convex carve with coefficient of loss aversion.  

The relation about Gain and losses and Reference point is described as the 

followings. In the two dimension graph, there are two kinds of objective value, 

gain and loss. The vertical axis which represents reference point divides the 

horizontal axis (objective value) to two areas, defined gain and losses 

respectively. Therefore, deciding the range of objective value is affected by the 
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reference point. If the reference point gets higher, it will compress the area of 

gain and the range of gain area is getting narrow. From a decision maker’s view, 

it means the human who has a higher reference point will get harder to feel gain 

in the same decision. Accordingly, we argue that the position of reference point 

and human’s current situation can both determine the range of gain and losses 

area. It a relative situation, if human have a higher reference (better current 

situation), the area will become larger than the gain area. 

 

 Reference point  

An individual views utility (monetary, time cost) consequences in terms of 

changes from a reference level, which usually is the individual’s status quo. 

The values of the outcomes for both positive and negative consequences of the 

choice then have the outcomes for both positive and negative consequences of 

the choice and then have the diminishing returns characteristic (Hastie and 

Dawes, 2001). But the reference level is event (attribute) independent, it is 

usually that that individual's status quo (Kahneman, 1979). Therefore, in every 

different decision dimension, decision maker will have their own 

reference-level (reference point, status quo). 

After a human determines a reference point of decision, the area of gain and 

losses is distinguished by the reference point. Only gain area and loss area not 

enough to represent the carrier of value that refers to changes in wealth and 

welfares. Next, a procedure of constructing a personal value function is to 

generate the vertical axis which demonstrates gain and loss in the areas of gain 

and loss.  

 The relation between Reference point and Degree of loss aversion is as the 

followings. Individual's degree of loss aversion would influence the 
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psychological value of attributes. At the same reference point of the same event, 

the psychological value will change with degree of loss aversion. The higher 

the degree of loss aversion , the lower the psychological value.  

 In this research, reference point means the proper reference level from 

which an individual views consequences (monetary or other) in terms of 

changes provided by system after adjusting. The term of original reference 

point (or current reference point) according to the mental state model (see 3.2.1) 

represents the current preference and attitude toward a specific target. The term 

of new reference point based on the proper perceived value model,represents a 

calculated preference for suitable attitude about a specific goal. 

 

 Degree of loss aversion 

Due to human distinguishing outcome of gain and loss from personal status 

quo, they have different consciousness about gain and loss. Thus, the feeling of 

losses is twice powerful, psychologically, as gain (Kahneman, Tversky, 1984, 

341-350). Therefore, the resulting value function is steeper for losses than for 

gain. The above phenomenon is influenced by personal risk aversion. Each 

individual usually holds degree of risk aversion. If your certainty equivalent for 

alternatives specified in term of benefits is less than the expected advantages 

for an alternative, it is called risk averse with respect to this alternative (Craig 

W. Kirkwood, 2002). In value function, there is a coefficient to represent the 

degree of risk aversion. The coefficient λ indexes the difference in slopes of the 

positive and negative arms of the value function. If the value of coefficient λ is 

get to large, it means the degree of risk aversion is getting higher. In addition, if 

the value of coefficient λ equal to 1, the gains and losses would have equal 
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slopes. In another special case, if the value of coefficient λ is less than 1, it 

means gains would weight more heavily than losses.  

 

 Cumulative subjective perceived important of new service 

In order to improve the Prospect Theory, it is a further development of prospect 

theory. Cumulative prospect theory (CPT) was introduced by Amos Tversky 

and Daniel Kahneman in 1992, it is a model for decisions under risk. The main 

contribution of CPT is that human tend to overweight extreme in rare event, but 

underweight the average. A subjective cumulative probability (weight function) 

replaces the typical objective weight function of PT. The weight of probability 

function is a parameter of utility function. It is a factor which can affect the 

human’s utility value under an uncertainty decision. 

Willingness of Accepting a Service (Expected Service) 

In quality of service (Parasuraman, Zeithamel, and Berry, 1985), it mentioned 

expected service is affected by three factors, including word of mouth, personal 

needs and past experience. First, word of mouth represents the factor of environment. 

In this study, we take word of mouth as the external factor when in making decision.  

 Personal needs  

When human determine what they need from accepting a new service, they 

will consider the utility value of relative attributes about current decision 

situation. About value function, it can demonstrate the subjective value for 

specific attribute to human. Value function for each attribute for human 

indicates its utility value about choice.  

First, the relation about three characters of value function and Personal 

needs is like a selector. The main mission of selector is help human to select the 

more important attribute which they really concern. For example, there are two 
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attributes and they have different utility value which calculate from value 

function. The attribute which have high utility value is personal real needs.  

Second, the relation about Cumulative subjective perceived importance of new 

service and Personal needs is former interferes the latter. Since, decision weight 

(importance of new service) are not probability: they don’t follow the 

probability axioms. Therefore, decision weights measure the impact of events 

on the desirability of prospect, and not merely the perceived likelihood of these 

outcomes (Fellner, 1961). However, the importance of new service will 

interfere human to choose what they real needs. For example, accept a new 

service can bring human high convenient (high utility value). However, the 

decision weight of attribute is lower. That is, human’s decision is distorted by 

low decision weight. Even they decide not to accept new service. In this study, 

we hope delivery the accurately decision weight to human, let it approve their 

information of decision, instead of distort personal needs. 

 Past experience 

Past experience, the consumer’s previous contact to service that is relevant 

to the new service which tends to promote to consumers. Past experiences is 

another force in shaping consumers’ desires, predictions and expected service. 

The relation about three characters of value function and past experience is 

former make the latter can be searched more accurate from human’s memory. 

Human usually follow past experience that can let them stay in stable. But 

signification of attribute is stand for different point of view in different 

situation. Thus, the past experience sometime bring human distort information 

about the choice of decision. The value function for attribute can deliver the 

near real utility value to human. It can make pre-existing knowledge (such as, 

past experience) lead human to make better decision. Therefore, we can say the 
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information from value function can modify, support and improve the past 

experience.  

 

Finally, at the end of the conceptual model, these three characters will affect 

human to determine their expectation about new service. Thus, the level of 

expectation will affect the value brought from new service. This “value” means gain 

or loss relative to the expectation (reference point), instead of the total outcome 

generated by new service. Therefore, the expected service (expectation) affects 

human's willingness to accept new service. If human have low expectation about 

new service, it will be easy for them to accept new service. Vice versa, if they have 

high expectation of new service, it will be hard for them to accept new service 

because they feel they can gain more benefit from new service and they don’t want 

to take the choice with risk.  
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4.3 System Architecture 
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 The purpose of this research is to solve problem which has unfit expectation of 

new service that would lead human not to try new service. We provide a new method 

for human, facilitating their decision making of trying new service and evaluating the 

benefit. In other words, human could improve their decision making strategy, find the 

appropriate expectation and avoid information distorted. Figure 4.3 shows the system 

architecture. 

 In this research, an action of human deciding whether to try a new service is 

called event. System will start from the insight of an event at the API-attribute 

generator at the beginning. Insight of event is the description which describes the 

feature and core efficiency of the new service. System will receive the attribute of 

event which users really concern according to mining on-line resources in the 

Attribute Generator API. System also receives next prospect of service provider, in 

order to compare with the final utility to guarantee the efficient of system. This study 

regards each attribute being associated with its own value function and decision 

weight function. After receiving specific attribute and user’s original reference point, 

system starts to interact to user to collect data (original expectation of new service, 

attitudes of risk aversion) from User Database. System will convert objective value 

into subjective value, and convert objective probabilities into decision weights, then 

generate value function and decision weight function respectively. Combining value 

function and weight function, system will compute the utility value for new service. 

After computing utility value that user concerns, new reference point will be passed 

down to user to make a better expectation positioning of the new service. Finally, 

compare utility value and next prospect, in order to guarantee that utility value 

correspond next prospect. 

 By means of this system, it will reach the research goal, giving an appropriate 

expectation about new service. It also offers a new way to make decisions, advancing 
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user to do behavioral change. Therefore, decision maker will gain a new expectation 

(more accurately than original ones) from system, applying new expectation to make 

the better decision of trying new service and improve behavioral change cycle. 

 

4.3.1 Psychological Value (personal value function)  

Human usually come out original expectation of new service by their intuition. 

The intuition is influenced by past experience, related information and bias. In this 

module, procedure 1 receives from user the information (attribute which user might 

concerns, original reference point, attitude of risk aversion). In procedure 1, the 

information helps system to understand the original perception of new service. In 

order to find the appropriate expectation of new service for user, system passes down 

the information to procedure 2, in which system interacts with user repeatedly to 

know their perception of outcome of trying new service. In procedure 3 and 4, system 

applies the response from user to generate the value function to represent the 

psychological value of outcome of trying new service, and finally passes down the 

outcomes to next module.  

 Generate Personal Value Function Module 

In order to evaluate the psychological value from user who desires to make 

decision for trying new service, system will generate a function with a sequence 

procedure. The purpose of this Module is converting objective value into 

subjective value to generate personal value function.  

The procedure of this module is the following: 

1. Receive the information (attribute which user might concerns, original 

reference point, attitudes of risk aversion) from the original perception 

of a new service. In the following case, i-Part, input is a success ratio, 

75%, 2.25, respectively.  
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2. In order to acquire several outcomes of the new service from user, 

apply the original reference point (original expectation of new service) 

to design questions to interact with user.  

3. Within the outcomes the previous step, demonstrate the possible new 

reference points. Regard a possible reference point as origin, remaining 

outcomes being transformed relative to origin. In this procedure, all of 

objective value (possible outcome of new service) are determined on 

the horizontal axis. 

4. Substitute the variables (including x, λ , they are illustrated as 

following) to value function, then compute the utility of the new 

service.  

5. Pass down the outcomes to next module (Generate Personal Decision 

Weight Function Module). 

  

 The relation between procedure 1 and 2 is procedure 2 receive information 

from procedure 1. According to the experiment by Hershey (1985), the questions 

consist of property (attribute) of new service which user might concerns, user’s 

original perception of new service (original reference point). System start to 

deign question before receive related information (attribute of new service, 

original reference point). Therefore, in procedure 1, system receive information 

then pass to procedure 2. In procedure 2, system finds several possible outcomes 

of new service for user. 

 In procedure 1, system will pick up the attributes which user might concern 

original reference point and attitudes of risk aversion (λ) that are described in 

Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 The definition of receiving information 

Information Definition 

attributes which user 

might concern 
For a new service, it has its own attributes which are 

related to the core properties. Some of these attributes are 

signification to user. System will focus on these attributes 

to generate the value function. 
original reference 

point 

The expectation of new service when user receives the 

information of new service at the first time.  

attitudes of risk 

aversion (𝛌) 
The attitude of facing an uncertainty or risky decision. 

 

 In procedure 2, applying the information from procedure 1, system will 

interact with user. System will automatically generate a binary-outcome question 

according to user’s original reference point. For example, taking monetary as 

attribute and assuming a user’s original reference point is 75 dollars (in our 

system we set a fixed range of  0 to 100, system will propose a question to user 

as following: 

 

Q:  You have an opportunity of gaining 100 dollars with 50%. Are you     

willing to exchange with a gain of 75 dollars for certainty? 

 

 Apply Certainty Equivalent (CE) method to elicit possible outcomes 

(Farquhar, 1984). Under chaining CE method, researches pick several 

probabilities pi and first elicit the certainty equivalent of outcomes (Keeney and 

Raiffa, 1976). The midpoint chaining is a special case of the chaining CE method, 

when only one probability p1 = 0.5 is used (Krzysztofowicz and Duckstein, 

1980). 
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Figure 4.2 the modification of outcome via interacting with user 

 

 If user answers “yes”, system will modify $75 to become lower ($37.5, the 

medium point within the range which is lower than 75: 0 ~ 75). It is represented 

at the left side of Figure 4.2. On the contrary, if user answers “no”, system will 

modify $75 to become higher ($87.5, the medium point within the range which is 

higher than 75: 75 ~ 100). It represents at the right side of Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.3 Exemplar process diagram of step-by-step operations to present the 

procedure of generating outcomes 

 

 Thus, system will apply above new value to ask user question again and 

keep modify the value which let user willingness to exchange. System will 

repeatedly ask user five times to find the possible outcomes of new service 

(Since five times interaction could generate six outcomes, it could make outcome 

value achieve convergence). Assume system progresses three times interaction 

(ask and answer) with a user. User answers “no” in first time, second time 

answers “yes”, answers “no” in third time (the procedure shows in Figure 4.2).  

 In procedure 3, after finish interaction, system gains three outcome value. 
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The every action of choosing with user’s mental activity come through operation 

of system 2 (computing, comparison, memory, etc.) (Stanovich, West, 2000). 

Through number of times to do psychological modification (operation of asking 

and answering), the outcome will more close to the most appropriate expectation. 

We can say the last one will be better than the second-last. Therefore, system 

assumes, the last outcome value “57.421875”, it is a possible new reference point. 

System regards “57.421875” as origin, and transforms other outcome relative to 

origin. Outcomes which are larger than origin are regards as gains and vice versa. 

Outcomes which are less than origin are regards as losses.  

 In the procedure 4, it substitutes the variables (outcome and attitudes of risk 

aversion) to value function, then computes the utility of new service. Value 

function can help us to know the psychological value of outcome of user and the 

outcome of new service include gain and loss. Therefore, if we want compute the 

value of decision outcomes, we should consider both gains and losses. The 

formula of value function which is both necessary and sufficient to represent v as 

a two-part (gains and losses) power function of the form, in order to present the 

percept is different from gains and losses. The formula as following: 

 

𝑣(𝑥) =  {
𝑥∝ 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≥ 0

−𝜆(−𝑥)𝛽 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 < 0
                 (1) 

  

The following table represents the definition of variables of value function: 

 

Table 4.3 The definition of variables of value function 

variables Definition 

v( ) Personal value function of new service for user (decision 

maker). v(x), the psychological value of the outcome x. 
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x The possible outcome of an uncertainty or risky decision. 

∝ Power for gains. Equal to approximately 0.88 

𝜷 Power for losses. Equal to approximately 0.88 

𝝀 The attitude of facing an uncertainty or risky decision. It 

comes from the Original perception for new service 

Database. 

 

The attitude of risk (𝜆) is from the Original perception for new service 

Database, i.e., the output of further BMIND system (it is elaborated in Chapter 3), 

will be passed into the formula of value function. The attitude of risk (𝜆) is 

calculated by first procedure of BMIND system with user’s behavior about 

adjusting and giving estimation of service attribute under the Mental State Model. 

Larger anchor adjustment means high preference, and it also means high degree 

of loss aversion (more scared of loss). Since the average loss aversion is 2.25 

(Kahneman, 2011), we would like to normalize the width of adjustment to fall 

within 1~10. Mental State Model which represents the preference and attitude 

toward a specific target. The formula indicates preference homogeneity. In 

advance, the Generate Personal Value Function Module would indicate the last 

outcome as a possible new reference point. The outcome is higher than new 

reference point that is regarded as gain, and the outcome is lower than new 

reference point that is regarded as loss. 

 Following is a sample to elaborate our system. Take online dating platform: 

i-Part as our explained sample. In the Generate Personal Value Function Module, 

procedure 1, system receives attribute which user might concerns, original 

reference point and attitudes of risk aversion. Assume there are three more 

important attributes, population of interacting, membership dues and number of 

successful case. Assume original reference point (expectation) of population of 
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interacting with user is 75 (75 is percentage, instead of pure value). About the 

attitude of loss aversion will be normalized to a value ranging 1~10 which is 

generated by process of first procedure of BMIND system (the width of 

adjustment). Assuming the attitude of risk aversion (λ) is 2.25, the system 

designs questions via received information and propose the questions to user, the 

question as follow.  

 

Q:  You have an opportunity of gaining 100 population of interacting with 50%. 

Are you willing to exchange with a gain of 75 population of interacting for 

certainty? 

 

 Assume system progress three times operation of ask and answer. User 

answers “no” in first time, second time answers “yes”, answers “no” in third time 

(the procedure shows in Figure 4.2). The outcomes of population of interacting 

in i-Part are found within interaction. They are 75, 81.25, 84.375, 87.5, 

respectively. It uses 84.375 to be origin and partition the outcomes into gain and 

loss. 75, 81.25 belong to loss area and 84.375, 87.5 belong to gain area. In the 

end of this module, apply these outcomes to substitute to formula to generate 

personal value function, in order to know the psychological value of user about 

attribute of population of interacting. Then, pass down all of outcomes to next 

module. 

  

4.3.2 Probability weight (personal weight function) 

Every outcome of new service has its own probability which would be different from 

user to user. This module receives the outcomes of new service from Generate 

Personal Value Function Module, and assigns the probability to outcomes of new 
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service. The relation between procedure 1 and 2 is procedure 2 receives information 

from procedure 1 before its operation. When procedure 2 receive the outcomes of new 

service, it will design the question and start to progress ask and answer with user. 

Finally, in the procedure 3, system applies the response from user to generate the 

weight function to represent effect of probability of outcome of new service. 

 Generate Personal Decision Weight Function Module  

 In view of Cumulative Prospect Theory, researches proposed that the weak 

point of Prospect Theory can be solved by cumulative functional (Quiggin, 1982). 

It means to cumulate probability, instead of using pure probability to assign 

weight to outcomes. This module generates the entire cumulative distribution 

function, instead of each probability separately. The purpose of this module is 

converting objective probabilities to decision weight to generate decision weight 

function.  

The procedure of this module is the following: 

1. Receive the outcomes value from previous module (Generate Personal 

Value Function Module).  

2. Assign the probability to each outcome by interacting with user. 

System applies different levels of probabilities to design the question, 

in order to recognize the risk attitude of each outcome. Different levels 

of probabilities will be illustrate as following. 

3. Substitute the variables (including p, γ, δ, that are illustrated as 

following) to weight function, then compute the probability weight of 

the outcome.  

  

 In procedure 1, system receives outcomes from Generate Personal Value 

Function Module to aid system to design question. Procedure 2 designs the 
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questions and interacts with user. Thus, assigned probability to outcome can be 

done by recognizing probability of outcome for user. After system gets the 

probability of outcome, system will substitute variables and compute weight of 

outcome in procedure 3. 

 From previous research of CPT, human have four-fold pattern of risk 

attitudes, which is risk-seeking for small-probability gains and large-probability 

losses, risk-aversion for small-probability losses and large-probability gains. 

Human have different attitudes for different level probability (small or large). 

The extreme probabilities (near 0% or near 100%) have large impact on making 

decision for human. As above, they usually underestimate small-probability 

losses and large-probability gains and overestimate small-probability gains and 

large-probability losses. This bias distorts the utility value of new service when 

user makes decision. Therefore, in this module, system will recognize the 

attitude of probability of user, in order to compute the utility value more 

accurately. In procedure 2, system will automatically generate a question 

according to the standard sequence of outcomes from Generate Personal Value 

Function Module. Each outcome should be assigned a probability weight; 

therefore, this module will progress a number of times (the number is equal to 

the number of outcomes). In every round system will ask user a question and get 

a response from user.  

 System will propose a multiple choice question as following: (assume this 

question for the outcome: $75)  

 

Q:  Imagine you own a gamble which either pays $200 or $0. Someone offers 

you a sure payment of $75 in exchange for this gamble. Would you accept the 
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sure payment if the chance of winning the gamble were ____% (Hershey, 

1985)?  

 10% 

 50% 

 90% 

 Three options are offered to choose by user, 10%, 50% and 90%, represent 

small-probability, indifferent and large-probability, respectively. The existing 

research (Gonzalez, 1999) proposed human has distorted perception about 

extreme probability (extreme small and extreme large).  

 

 The weight function appears that the present data can be approximated by a 

two-part power function. They were fitted using the following functional form 

(Tversky and Kahneman, 1992): 

 

𝑊+(𝑝) =  
𝑝𝛾

(𝑝𝛾+(1−𝑝)𝛾)
1

𝛾⁄
 , 𝑊−(𝑝) =  

𝑝𝛿

(𝑝𝛿+(1−𝑝)𝛿)
1

𝛿⁄
        (2) 

 

Table 4.4 The definition of variables of weight function 

variables Definition 

w(p) Personal decision weight function of new service for user 

(decision maker). w(p), the decision weight of the 

probability of outcome. 

 𝑊+(𝑝) : Be applied if the outcome is from 

gains. 

 𝑊−(𝑝) : Be applied if the outcome is from loss. 

p The probability of outcome of an uncertainty or risky 

decision. 

𝜸 Probability weighting parameter for gains. Typically, the 

value of 𝛾 is 0.61 (Tversky, 1992). 

𝜹 Probability weighting parameter for losses. Typically, the 
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value of 𝛿 is 0.69 (Tversky, 1992). 

 

 System applies the above formula to compute the probability weight of each 

outcome including gains and losses. The output of this module is the probability 

weights of outcomes. It is one kind of parameters to compute the utility value for 

new service. 

 Continue the aforementioned example about online dating platform: i-Part. 

After receiving the outcome of population of interacting, system designs 

question via received outcomes and proposes questions to user, the question of 

outcome 75 as follow 

 

Q:  Using i-Part, imagine you own a gamble about population of interacting 

which either pays 100 or 0. Someone offers you a sure payment of 75 in 

exchange for this gamble. Would you accept the sure payment if the chance of 

winning the gamble were ____% (note: 100, 0 and 75 are percentage, instead of 

pure value) 

 10% 

 50% 

 90% 

 

 Assume user answer 90%. Then, in order to access the others probability, 

system will design next question to know the next outcome’s probability (next 

outcome is 81.5). Therefore, system will remain the main structure of question 

but replace outcome 75 to outcome 81.25 in above question and ask to user again. 

Repeat asking and answering until each outcome owns their probability. Assume 

after four times of asking and answering, system gets 20%, 50%, 50% and 90%, 
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respectively. We can know user feel 75 and 81.25 occur with large-probability. 

However 87.5 occurs with small-probability. After interacting with user, 

procedure 3 in this module, system will use these probability to substitute to 

formula to generate personal weight function to know the decision weight of 

outcomes of population of interaction. 

 

4.3.3 Utility value 

The core concept of system, an appropriate expectation of new service, will be 

generated in this module. After accessing the psychological value of new service of 

user (personal value function) and probability weight of outcome of new service 

(person weight function), system computes a more appropriate expectation (utility 

value) of new service for user as detailed below: 

 Compute Summary (Utility) Value Module  

Before users are willing to try new service, they usually have “expectation” in 

their mind. Then, users usually compare “expectation” with the value of new 

service which they really received. System applies the CPT to evaluate the 

expectation of new service for user. This method can achieve personal 

psychological value and personal probability weight. Therefore, in the end of 

system we use the format of CPT to demonstrate the expectation (it is also called 

utility value) of new service for user. In order to combine the psychological value 

and probability weight to let user try new service, system computes the 

expectation (utility value) through the formula of utility value. Based on the core 

concept to compute the utility value for a decision, the formula (Kahneman and 

Tversky, 1979) assumes for the evaluation phase is (in simplest form) given by 

 

𝑈 =  ∑ 𝑤(𝑝𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑣(𝑥𝑖).                    (3) 
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Table 4.5 The definition of variables of utility function of prospect theory 

variables Definition 

U Utility value of new service. 

i All of possible outcomes of new service for user. 

𝒘(𝒑𝒊) This value is from Generate Personal Decision Weight 

Function Module. Personal decision weight function of 

new service for user (decision maker). 𝑤(𝑝𝑖), the decision 

weight of the probability of outcome i. 

𝒗(𝒙𝒊) This value is from Generate Personal Value Function 

Module. Personal value function of new service for user 

(decision maker). 𝑣(𝑥𝑖), the psychological value of the 

outcome 𝑥𝑖. 

 

 Where U is the expected utility of the expectation of new service to the user 

making the decision; x1, x2, … are the potential outcomes of new service and 

p1,p2,… are their respective probabilities. 𝑣 is called value function that assigns 

a value to an outcome of new service. Generate Personal Value Function Module 

passes down the value of 𝑣(𝑥𝑖) to Compute Summary (Utility) Value Module as 

input. 𝑤 is a probability weighting function. Generate Personal Decision Weight 

Function Module delivers the value of 𝑤(𝑝𝑖) to Compute Summary (Utility) 

Value Module as another input. Above two operations, 𝑣(𝑥𝑖)  and 𝑤(𝑝𝑖) , 

deliver the psychological value of new service and probability weight of 

outcome of new service to the Compute Summary (Utility) Value Module, in 

order to compute a more appropriate expectation of new service for user. 

 To multiply each outcome value of new service and weight of outcome of 

new service, it is to summarize all result. The final value is the utility value 

(expectation) of current attribute for current decision. System will use this result 

(expectation) to compare with the Next Prospect and recommend use to try or 
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not to try the new service.  

 Above is using one specific attribute of new service to describe the 

operation of system. Assuming there are more than one attributes of new service 

which user concerns, system will repeat above process several rounds. System 

will get specific utility value (expectation) from different attribute of new service 

in every round. Thus, system will use these utility value s(expectation) to 

compute the weighted means. The final weighted means is regarded as the utility 

value (expectation) of new service in current decision. 

 It is to continue the above example about online dating platform: i-Part. 

Receiving psychological value of population of interaction and probability 

weight of outcomes from further two module, in this module system computes 

the utility value of population of interaction to be the new expectation to user. 

Finally, system gets the utility value: +3 (positive means gain) to give user an 

appropriate expectation. In the following experiments (for example, LazyTrip), if 

we don’t receive the original utility from new service provider, we will assume 

the original utility is 0 (zero). Since we finished to adjust user’s derived 

expectation in a proper position that means the origin in the value function 

(detailed see 2.5). Thus, if utility value is larger than derived expectation (origin, 

means 0), user will feel gain. Therefore, we assume the original utility of new 

service is 0, in order to simulate the gain (larger than derived expectation) with 

the positive expected utility. Therefore, if the utility computed by system is 

positive, it means user can gain benefits from trying new service. This utility 

value accordingly could lead user to try new service. That is, system gets a 

positive utility value and pass to user that information, about how new service 

can help the user gain benefits. 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATION SCENARIO 

 Adjusting a proper derived expectation of new service to stimulate target users to 

have the willingness to try new service is our attempted goal. In the previous chapters, 

we have presented the whole system architecture and its ideas about the mechanism of 

the interacting method, adjusting manner and the formulas of the Prospect Theory. 

This chapter attempts to demonstrate the application context and the service journey 

of the application in order to incarnate the proposed mechanism by a concrete 

example. It is worth nothing that this chapter also serves as one of evaluation 

approach as specified in IS research framework in Figure 1.3.  

 As we mentioned in Chapter 3, there are three procedures in BMIND system 

(See Figure 3.1), including Preference Analysis stage, Appropriate Expectation 

Positioning stage and Visualization-based Cognition Behavior Reframing stage. This 

research is the second procedure of BMIND system, and plays the role of Appropriate 

Mental State Module. In this chapter will illustrate the every encounter in second 

procedure of BMIND system. 

 

5.1 An overview of application context 

 The main focus of this study is to stimulate new service’s target user to 

willingness to try new service which takes advantage of interaction to adjust their 

derived expectation for evaluating their utility gained from new service. On the other 

hand, this study also stimulate new service’s providers to do service promotion, 

analysis and marketing which take advantage of new service to illustrate user’s 

behavior (for example, attitude of adjusting derived expectation of attribute) and 

providing inspiration. Before creating adjusting consequences for each new service, 

service providers need to provide much specific information to system for formulating 

of their vision, characters, functions and marketing plans. In addition, user need to 
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provide much personal information to system for through their background, 

personality information, mental state and attitude about loss aversion. Based on these 

inputs, system will execute interaction and adjusting to provide the appropriate 

derived expectation for each of user and also provide the analyzed consequences for 

each service provider. Finally, utilizing the above input information, the system will 

provide a series questions and answers to interact with user about understanding and 

adjusting their derived expectation.  

 However, repeating questions and answers is a tedious matter and easy to give up 

in halfway when user can’t comprehend the effectiveness of the system. On the other 

hand, questions are demonstrated by the adjusting operation featuring gamification 

and visualization, and customized questions are interactively prompted as exemplified 

in Figure 5.7. Therefore, the aim of this study is to provide a new service which let 

user to understand their derived expectation of using system and offer them an 

intention to accomplish the system journey.  

 In order to achieve the above functions of gamification, visualization and 

interactions, this study attempts to figure out a systematic way to automatically 

generate the customized questions to stimulate adjusting derived expectation. In the 

other word, it means to stimulate behavioral change progressing. Each user could 

figure a personal derived expectation of each attribute of new service which they can 

really gain more utility. In addition, each new service provider could get inspiration 

from the system and receive the positive reciprocation. This system serves as a 

propeller to stimulate user who in the Contemplation step to move to Preparation step 

and furnish derived expectation to them. 

 

5.2 The system journey of the application 

 In this section, we will demonstrate the integral service journey of the system 
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and then focus on the derived expectation adjusting.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 The system journey of the user 

 Figure 5.1 demonstrates the system journey of our system. As following then 

brief how our method adjusts the proper derived expectation of attributes and utility 

and journey: 

 User Preference Module: all the high preference attributes are related to arrange 

a journey which leads to a proper derived expectation should be executed for 

receiving the analyzed results from Adjustment Index-based Analysis Module 

which is the first procedure of BMIND system. 

 Adjust the Derived expectation Module: the module is interaction for adjusting 

the derived expectation of attribute. That is after realizing the current state of the 

considerations of attribute, the module can provide a proper derived expectation 

having a good fit to user’s preference.  

 Determine Probability of Outcome Module: after the all derived expectation 

outcome value of attributes is decided, the system then will interact with user to 
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determine what the probability that the specific outcome value happens.  

 Generate Utility Value Module: with the personality mental information (for 

example, degree of loss aversion, individual derived expectation, probability 

weight and so on) collected, in the final phase we compute and dispatch the 

utility of willingness to try new service. Then, it then connects with those 

recommendation about social influence provided by domain information 

database (in the third procedure of BMIND system, see Figure 3.1). 

 

5.3 Detailed Views of the BMIND System Experience 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Personality Information and Registering Page 

First of all, the user will start from registering in the system platform and fill out 

the form specifying some fundamental information (for example, job, habit, major, 

per day average of surfing internet and user’s type). There are two types of user, new 

service provider and new service user (called user in this research). 
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Figure 5.3 The category of new service chose by service provider 

 

 

Figure 5.4 The name (top) and description (down) of new service filled in by service 

provider 
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Figure 5.5 keywords of insight for service provider 

Beside fundamental information, new service providers will be asked to fill out 

the data field about new service category, name, description, characters, functions, 

attributes and so on (See Figure 5.3 and 5.4). In addition, reference for service 

attribute generator will propose the keywords of insight to service provider which can 

be chose and edited during the period of they create their attribute of new service (See 

Figure 5.5).  Besides, the user’s preference for attributes (this work finished in the 

first procedure of BMIND system) will work on the attribute’s outcome of adjusting 

derived expectation and therefore affect the final result of the services delivered. 

 Encounter 1: 

Before adjusting the preference attribute, the user’s behavioral change state is 

Contemplation, stands for the second step of the behavioral change cycle. See Figure 

5.6 for the first service encountered and Table 5.1 shows the result after dispatching 

the service. In the table, first, we illustrate the benefit to user and provider. Second, 

we provide the rule of progress interaction, including determinants, tactic and limit. 

“Determinants” means the necessary element of moving forward the interaction; 

“tactic” means the conditions which set by system in order to progress; and “limit” is 

the limit of tactic.  
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Figure 5.6 The Preference Attributes of User 

Table 5.1 Result of Expectation Adjusting in the Encounter 1 

Stakeholders Involved Benefits Brought to Stakeholders 

User When the system finishes computed preference-level in 

first procedure of BMIND system, system will propose 

the high preference attribute to user. Through providing 

the high preference attribute and ignore other attributes, 

this helps user to focus on attributes which they prefer. 

Therefore, user can catch up with attributes which they 

really needs or concerned and evaluate how large utility 

of new service that they can gain. Finally, we will help 

user focus on these attributes to evaluate utility value of 

willingness to try new service. 

Service Provider In the marketing view, service provider can check their 

description of attributes (functions) by the user 

preference (e.g., if there are enough details illustrating 

the new service’s characters). In the planning view, 

service provider can understand what user demand and 

even can slightly modify major vision or function of 

their new service.  

Rule of Progress Interaction 

Determinants Implicit user preference (Adjustment index-based 

analysis module, which is the first procedure of BMIND 

system) 

Tactic Preference level of attribute 
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The limit of The Adjustment index of is: 

We choose attribute which its AI is Large and Very Large into Encounter 1 to do 

adjusting. 

Adjustment Index (AI): the user’s preference of this attribute. 

The result of AI would classify to five cluster, Very Large, Large, Middle, Small and 

Very Small, respectively. (Wei-Chen Lu, 2014) 

 

 Encounter 2: 

Chose a specific attribute and enter to the series of customized questions, an 

interaction adjusting is enabled. (See Figure 5.7 and Table 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.7 The Customized Question of Specific Attribute 

Table 5.2 Result of Expectation Adjusting in the Encounter 2 

Stakeholders Involved Benefits Brought to Stakeholders 

User Repeat question and answer to adjust the derived 

expectation of specific attribute. Use intuitive decision 

and consider, compare, analyze, called system 1 and 

system 2, respectively, to figure out the most appropriate 

acceptable range of value of attribute. With realizing 

more, user’s current intentional perceived value can be 

slightly adjusted by each interactive question to 

determine their derived expectation to achieve the most 

suitable state.  

The customized question is designed as Yes /No 

question, if user can accept the value which proposed by 
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system they choose Yes, vice versa, they choose No. 

Service Provider After operating procedure, we collect the related data in 

the each round. We propose the user’s tolerant level of 

the specific attribute and the user’s desired derived 

expectation of their new service. Through above 

information we mentioned, service provider can 

understand which attributes are really important to user 

and which attributes can’t be adjusted their tolerant of 

value (attribute’s benefit).  

Rule of Progress Interaction 

Determinants Implicit aspiration of user about whether to accept the 

value of attribute which is proposed by system. 

Tactic Round of customized question interaction (question 

about derived expectation of specific attribute) 

The limit of The Interaction Round is: 

Each interaction would generate one outcome of expectation. Then, interaction 

would be progressed five rounds and generate six outcomes (including the outcome 

of current expectation). In order to make the derived expectation outcome value to 

achieve convergence, we set a merchandise to experience four rounds interaction. 

This way guarantees the overall range of value can be delivered to user to make 

decision. 

 

 Encounter 3: 

The user chooses the probability of outcome, an interaction question and answer 

is enabled (see Figure 5.8 and Table 5.3). 
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Figure 5.8 The Customized Question of Specific Attribute 

Table 5.3 Result of Expectation Adjusting in the Encounter 3 

Stakeholders Involved Benefits Brought to Stakeholders 

User According to a series of outcome value of attribute are 

generated from interaction in the Encounter 1, system 

proposes customized question to understand the 

probability of outcome value. It can certainly find out 

the outcome’s rate of occurrence which user really 

deliberate. Therefore, having the personality attitude of 

probability, we can achieve accurately evaluate and 

provide a more accurate utility of willingness to try new 

service.  

Service Provider Provide service provider with the rate of occurrence the 

attribute of their new service which user considers. It 

can be explained as the user’s belief-level of the new 

service. If user have high probability on specific 

outcome value of attribute, it means they believe this 

situation will happen.  

Rule of Progress Interaction 

Determinants Implicit aspiration of user about probability of outcome 

which value of attribute would happen.  

Tactic Round of customized question interaction 

The limit of the Interaction Round is: 

It executes six rounds and corresponds to six probability. 

 After finished above three encounter, system will provide the proper derived 

expectation of that attribute and computed the utility of attribute which user can gain 

by the result of interaction from user. Until user finished all of attribute which is high 

preference, system would provide the utility of new service that user can gain from 

willingness to try new service.  

 According to the utility of new service for each individual user, system would 

judge whether to recommend user to try new service or not and whether to stimulate 
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user to move to next stage of behavioral change cycle or not. If the answer is yes, user 

will enter to third procedure of BMIND system. 
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CHAPTER 6 EVALUATION 

 In Chapter 6 we provide a series of experiments utilized to inspect the 

mechanism proposed in Chapter 4 and to work in concert with the research objective 

and contributions enumerated in Chapter 1. To reiterate once more, the purpose of this 

research is to make human proceed the behavioral change cycle smoothly (willingness 

to try new service), in order to gain more utility from new service. In addition, we 

help new service providers do service innovation and promotion as we mentioned in 

the previous chapter. 

 Research questions summary addressed in the study here were:  

(a) Whether providing a high-quality new service expected to eliminate the gap 5 

analogy and can change the human’s behavior (willingness to accept new 

service) and increase their utility value? 

(b) Is quality of expected service influenced by individual loss aversion? Does 

each attribute have own value function? 

This chapter serves as the part of evaluation in research framework as mentioned 

in Figure 1.3 (Information System Research Framework (Hevner et al., 2004)) and 

presented in the four sections. There are seven guidelines mentioned in the IS 

Research Framework, Design as an Artifact, Problem Relevance, Design Evaluation, 

Research Contributions, Research Rigor, Design as a Search Process and 

Communication of Research. The artifact is justified from well-designed evaluations 

in order to contribute to the theories refinement through the entire rigor process. The 

goals of this research aim to propose a proper derived expectation generating 

approach based on related theories and implement a service system for progressing 

behavioral change. Therefore, IS research framework provides a foundation to test the 

artifact seriously from the implemented service system.  

In the previous chapter, we defined the stage and challenge from the behavioral 
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change of view, and then combined the behavioral finance theories and methodologies 

to design and build the system artifact to stimulate the behavioral change progress. 

Mentioned in the IS research, the utility, quality and efficacy of a design artifact must 

be manifested rigorously via well-completed evaluation method. Evaluation is a 

pivotal constituent of the entire research process (Hevner et al., 2004). Following the 

guidelines of the IS research, we need to justify and evaluate our service system in the 

next step. 

The following are the four sections: in the first section we depict some 

propositions which respond to the research questions in the Chapter 1 that will be 

verified in this research. Next, the assumptions will be provided in the second section. 

The third part of the detailed experimental data and the related propositions will be 

provided. In the final section, we will provide the summary of the experimental 

results and conclude with some discussion. 

 

6.1 Propositions 

This section we want to design the evaluation methods based on the IS research 

framework. The utility, efficacy and quality of design artifact must be select the 

appropriate evaluation methods which match with the designed artifact and the 

selected evaluation metrics. The methodologies available in the knowledge base is 

usually used to evaluate the designed artifact (Hevner et al., 2004). The scholar 

summarized five evaluation methods as following: Observational, Analytical, 

Experimental, Testing and Descriptive.  

Table 6.1 Design Evaluation Methods (Source: Hevner et al., 2004) 

Methods Definition 

Observational Case Study: Study artifact in depth in business 

environment 
Field Study: Monitor use of artifact in multiple projects 
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Analytical Static Analysis: Examine structure of artifact for static 

qualities (e.g., complexity) 

Architecture Analysis: Study fit of artifact into technical 

IS architecture 

Optimization: Demonstrate inherent optimal properties of 

artifact or provide optimality bounds on artifact behavior 

Dynamic Analysis: Study artifact in use for dynamic 

qualities (e.g., performance) 

Experimental Controlled Experiment: Study artifact in controlled 

environment for qualities (e.g., usability) Simulation – 

Execute artifact with artificial data 
Simulation: Execute artifact with artificial data 

Testing Functional (Black Box) Testing: Execute artifact interfaces 

to discover failures and identify defects 
Structural (White Box) Testing: Perform coverage testing 

of some metric (e.g., execution paths) in the artifact 

implementation 

Descriptive Informed Argument: Use information from the knowledge 

base (e.g., relevant research) to build a convincing 

argument for the artifact’s utility 
Scenarios: Construct detailed scenarios around the artifact 

to demonstrate its utility 

 

Owing to two research question, the utility of providing a perceived value of new 

service and the efficacy of considering individual mental state from different event, 

we can start with two evaluation methods to take examination.  

Proposition 1 and 2 are proposed as micro view of evaluation in this research. On the 

other side, macro view of evaluation, Proposition 3, 3-A and 4 are revealed. In detail, 

the micro side based on individual mental state, we would separate to macro and 

micro of view again to evaluate. In the view of human’s mental state (for example: 

perceived value, degree of loss aversion, psychological value), we construct two 

proposition to understand individual’s state. We will propose two proposition in 

macro (overall view) and micro (attribute-level view) as following:  
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 Proposition 1: In the macro view. Based on human have own value, behavior and 

culture, it bring up everyone has own degree of loss aversion. Individual’s degree 

of loss aversion could influence their own perceived value of service. 

 Proposition 2: In the micro view. Human focus on different aspects (attributes) 

and have different psychological value in the same event. Therefore, each 

attribute could have specific value function for human to reveal their 

psychological value.  

 Proposition 3: Provide a derived expectation of new service (by adjusting 

human’s expected service) based on real-time interaction could be used to 

change the human’s behavior intention. 

 Proposition 3-A: It is reasonable and feasible to eliminate Gap5 analogy and 

increase utility value through interacting with human (repeat asking and 

answering to adjust derived expectation) to find out an appropriate derived 

expectation of new service.  

 Proposition 4: People who in Contemplation step of behavior change cycle can 

gain more utility than who in Pre-Contemplation step. In the other word, it 

means people who already aware their needs is more effective to have more 

utility by our system.  

 

6.2 Assumptions  

There are several assumptions should be addressed. 

 Assumption 1: The background of the human’s situation which is in the 

Contemplation stage of behavior change. It means human is already finished 

Pre-contemplation step. They aware their problems which should be solved by 

accept a new service. They want to verify that their needs can be achieved and 

they can create more utility through accept new service. However, if human’s 
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situation of behavior change is still in Pre-contemplation, means they didn’t 

aware their problems, then would not be classified human as target user in this 

research. 

 Assumption 2: On the other hand, the type of service would be classified as new 

service which we mentioned in previous chapter, based on the definition of new 

services of radical innovations. Therefore, whether human progress behavior 

change will influenced by the type of service. In other words, the new services of 

radical innovations would affect human whether to want to solve their problems 

and satisfy their needs.  

 Assumption 3: As we mentioned in the previous chapter, we use cumulative 

prospect theory to help human to evaluate utility which bring from accepting 

new service. However, there are eleven key elements of behavior change which 

can be used to present human’s intelligence sentiment will influence the result of 

utility value. For example, fear is one kind of intelligence sentiment and fear can 

powerfully influence behavior. In the other word, fear make human feel they are 

at-risk and utility decreasing (Witte, K.,1997). Other elements including Threat, 

Respond Efficacy, Self-Efficacy, Barriers, Benefits, Subjective Norms, Attitude, 

Intentions, Cues and Action and Reactance. Therefore, we adjust the utility 

function to match the accurate feel of human in the real world by add a valuable 

which called human’s intelligence sentiment, IS. IS include Threat, Fear, 

Response Efficacy, Self-Efficacy, Barriers, Benefits, Subjective Norms, Attitudes, 

Intentions, Cues to Action and Reactance (Witte, K.,1997). After adding a 

variable to the utility function, the function as following: 

𝑈 =  ∑ 𝑤(𝑝𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑣(𝑥𝑖) + 𝐼𝑆.                    (4) 

 Then, IS means Intelligence Sentiment of human. 
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6.3 Experiments Design Details 

 In this chapter, we will describe following the next three sections in detail. The 

first section (See 6.3.1) will illustrate evaluation methods of the whole experiment 

procedure which we plan and how to design. In the second section (See 6.3.2), the 

detailed information of experiment subjects would be described, and the plan of 

experiment would also be declared. The design principle and experiment details of 

evaluation will be revealed in the final section (See 6.3.3). 

 

6.3.1 Data Collection Procedure Design 

In this research, we follow design evaluation method of IS research framework, 

and the approach used here was analytical method.  

 

Figure 6.1 The Procedure Comparison 

The data collection procedure would follow the Figure 6.1. From the macro 

(user’s final perceived utility of new service) and micro (user’s mental state) view of 

evaluating system, we have two different ways to collect data.  

In the macro view of system, first, we used questionnaire to collect data from 
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users before using system. We collected data about basic information of each user and 

followed the questions we designed, and then asked information related to 

background’s information and user’s current state of behavior change. After first step 

of questionnaire, we illustrated the system and ask them try to operate the system. 

After operating system, this stage was to collect results (utility value and so on) 

computed by system. The final stage was to interview, to collect the feedback. Each 

activity would collect different type of data, and each kind of data would correspond 

to the propositions which we propose in previous chapter. 

In the micro view of system, as we mention above, we want to evaluate the 

individual mental state. Therefore, we choose questionnaire to collect data from user, 

including degree of loss aversion and perceived utility of new service and so on. 

These data would conform to the propositions about individual mental state we 

proposed before. 

In this research we used two methods to evaluate the utility value of new service 

for user, one is generated by user, and the other is computed by system with utility 

function of behavioral finance. There possibly exist gap between these two utility 

values, the gap is Intelligence Sentiment (IS). But in above two methods perhaps have 

different subjects. 

 

6.3.2 Questionnaire Question Design 

The question were designed with three parts, subject of on-line questionnaire was 

the target respondents for the first part; so we gather data more from the mental state 

of their view, perception about loss aversion and utility value of new service and even 

the detailed consideration of divergence between objective value and psychological 

value about concept of new service (attribute), how much and why for instance.  
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The second part was focusing more on the user’s current phase of behavior 

change. Therefore we gather data about their current status from the perspective of 

their view. For example, do you aware the needs of new service and whether are you 

willingness to try new service, etc. These aid our research to figure out the current 

step of behavior change cycle for user. 

The part three of question was planned for system user to gather the information 

more associated with activity from system 1 and system 2 by interacting with use. For 

example, whether the result of system affects your perception of behavior about 

accepting new service, how to interpret the result of system, etc. These means might 

all bring a part of power of evaluating utility value.  

 In addition, the detailed fundamental information of experimental subjects would 

be shown in the APPENDIX A. There are 30 experimental subjects, 11 of them are 

students, and 19 of them are member of new service provider. 

 

6.3.3 Design principle and experiment details  

(a) Design principle and experiment details for Proposition 1 

The Proposition 1 is “In the micro view. Based on human have own value, 

behavior and culture, it bring up everyone has own degree of loss aversion. 

Individual’s degree of loss aversion could influence their own perceived value of 

service”. The aim of the Proposition 1 is to test and verify the individual’s degree of 

loss aversion whether influence their own perceived value of service by observing the 

user’s aspiration of choosing the options which publicize by new service provider. It 

means we want to connect the attitude when individuals face loss situation appeared 

and the utility of new service that they perceived by our questionnaire. By imitating 

new service provider which prompts the experimental subjects to do mental activity, it 

includes to consider, decide and evaluate, to simulate then to do behavior change. 
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From another perspective, this is a validation method which through observing the 

mental activity of the experimental subject to illustrate that they will feel gain more 

utility and willing to accept new service by the different degree of loss aversion. 

On the other hand, in this part we will demonstrate some tests attitude and 

decision of loss aversion about their perceived utility value of new service. Through 

the mental activity of the experimental subjects and the actual test of the questionnaire, 

there is some questionnaire question related to the Proposition 1 shown in Figure 6.2. 

We construct two scenarios to progress questionnaire, Online Shopping Service 

and Music Streaming Services. The aim of this way is to guarantee our result of 

questionnaire don’t dependent on service type. Followings are detailed illustration of 

the two scenarios respectively. 

Scenario of Online Shopping Service 

First scenario is focus on online shopping service, the description of scenario 

(upper part of Figure 6.2) and questions (lower half of Figure 6.2) as following (see 

Figure 6.2). 

The magnitude of value of the scenario’s marketing plan is designed by general 

human’s feeling, including one set of small value (in order to simulate there exist a 

benefit, even little benefit) and one set of large value (in order to simulate the gain 

that is enough to make human feel interested). Through discussing with some student 

user groups, in the plan of online shopping service, we use 10 NT dollars to represent 

the existing little benefit, and 100 NT dollars to represent the enough benefit to make 

users feel interested in this new service.   
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Figure 6.2 The questionnaire question of Online Shopping Service for Proposition 1 

(1/4) 

After experimental subject chose the service provider’s plan, the questionnaire 

will push questions about utility (perceived value) of service to them. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 The questionnaire question of Online Shopping Service for 
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Proposition 1 (2/4) 

In order to test whether different value levels of attribute would influence the 

degree of loss aversion and utility, we expand the value of attribute (from 10 to 100, 

to present the low and high). 

 

Figure 6.4 The questionnaire question of Online Shopping Service for 

Proposition 1 (3/4) 
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Figure 6.5 The questionnaire question of Online Shopping Service for 

Proposition 1 (4/4) 

 

Scenario of Music Streaming Service 

Following is the second scenario of questionnaire which is focused on music 

streaming service. As the first scenario, questionnaire question is designed to test 

experimental subject’s degree of loss aversion and utility (perceived value) of new 

service.  

Different from Online Shopping Service, questions of Music Streaming Service 

are designed by free trial, instead of monetary attribute. In order to authenticate that 

experimental subjects are not demonstrated by monetary attribute. To guarantee 

Proposition 1 is effective on different attributes.  

 

Figure 6.6 The questionnaire question of Music Streaming Services for Proposition 1 

(1/4) 
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Figure 6.7 The questionnaire question of Music Streaming Services for 

Proposition 1 (2/4) 

 

Figure 6.8 The questionnaire question of Music Streaming Services for 

Proposition 1 (3/4) 
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Figure 6.9 The questionnaire question of Music Streaming Services for 

Proposition 1 (4/4) 

 

(b) Design principle and experiment details for Proposition 2 

On the other hand, the Proposition 2 is “In the micro view. Human focus on 

different aspects (attributes) and have different psychological value on the same event. 

Therefore, each attribute could have specific value function for human to reveal their 

psychological value”. As same as Proposition 1, Proposition 2 could be justified 

through observing the decision of the experimental subjects. The validation methods 

of Proposition 1 focus on the observing of their attitude of loss aversion, but the 

Proposition 2’s observing process unfold by experimental subjects comparing and 

sorting the psychological value of various attributes of new service by themselves and 

then observing the reaction of experimental subjects during the progress period. In the 

progress period, we ask experimental subjects to sort all of attributes that are proposed 

by new service on the same objective value. Based on the determination of 
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experimental subjects making choices about which attribute have objective value, the 

sequence about how they feel about these attributes will then be conducted. 

Table 6.2 shows the questionnaire for Proposition 2, which are combined with all 

of attributes of new service. In addition to ask experimental subjects directly what the 

sequence of attributes’ psychological value is. We also use two scenarios to support 

our Proposition 2 as their situation of psychological value. The results will be shown 

in the Section 6.3.2.  

 

Figure 6.10 The questionnaire question of Online Shopping Service for 

Proposition 2 
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Figure 6.11 The questionnaire question of Music Streaming Services for 

Proposition 2 

 

(c) Design principle and experiment details for Proposition 3 

The proposition 3 is “Provide a derived expectation of new service (by adjusting 

human’s expected service) based on real-time interaction could be used to change the 

human’s behavior”. The objective of Proposition 3 is to make sure the evaluation of 

system is efficacious and could achieve the goal of behavior change. To make 

experiment result to be convincing and easy to understand, we intend to utilize exit 

poll from the starting (fill in Table 6.1 column II) to the finishing (fill in Table 6.1 

column III) to confirm if the evaluation is efficient or not. There are interview 

question related to the Proposition 3 shown in Table 6.1. It simulates scenario of 

behavioral change cycle to design twelve questions, in order to figure which step of 

behavioral change cycle experimental subjects are.  
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URICA questionnaire (DiClemente, C.C., Schlundt, D., & Gemmell, L., 2004) is a 

scorecard to distinguish stage of behavioral change cycle which user is in. The 

questions of the URICA and explanation of scoring way of URICA (See Table 6.1) as 

following: 

 

Table 6.1 The URICA questionnaire: Readiness to change Score (DiClemente, C.C., 

Schlundt, D., & Gemmell, L., 2004) 

URICA QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

請根據您對於該服務的了解以及當下的想法，表達您對於以下敘述的感受。 

1 = 非常不同意、2 = 不同意、3 = 無意見、4 = 同意、5 = 非常同意 

題號 題目敘述 I II III IV 

1 我沒有感覺到我有需要使用這個服務的需求。(PC)     

2 我有思考過我可能需要使用這個服務。(C)     

3 
我曾經覺得使用這個服務會帶來好處並且我決定要

使用。(A) 
    

4 
假如我用過這個服務，我覺得我可能會不想繼續使用

這個服務。(A) 
    

5 我認為嘗試使用這個服務是相當浪費時間的。(PC)     

6 
也許這個服務不錯，但我覺得我並沒有真的需要它。

(PC) 
    

7 
我認為一旦我用了這個服務後會一直持續使用，但有

時候可能還是會為要不要繼續使用而掙扎。(M) 
    

8 
我可能有使用這個服務的需求且我覺得我應該嘗試

去使用。(C) 
    

9 我很想嘗試使用這個服務。(A)     

10 
我希望有人可以給我建議好讓我決定是否要使用這

個服務。(C) 
    

11 
別人都是說說想嘗試使用這個服務；但我是真的打算

使用這個服務。(A) 
    

12 
當我嘗試並真的使用這個服務後，我可能會隨時想中

止繼續使用它。(M) 
    

 

URICA 12 Item Version 
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Precontemplation Contemplation Action Maintenance 

Question 

Numbers 
1 2 3 4 

 
5 8 9 7 

 
6 10 11 12 

(C + A + M – PC = Readiness to change Score) 

For the general population, the following cut-off scores may be appropriate: 

 8 or lower classified as Precontemplators 

 8-11 classified as Contemplators 

 11-14 classified as Preparators into Action Takers 

 

If it is reasonable and feasible to provide a derived expectation of new service by 

the user’s mental activity and information, user will get to steady progress the 

behavior change cycle. On the other hand, the main idea of this experiment design is 

to understand the experimental subjects’ intention of accepting the new service which 

achieves their real needs if the evaluation of the system is efficacious. Based on 

Cumulative Prospect Theory, we adjust user’s reference point about attribute of new 

service with interacting question and answer and used 30 people to do the basic test.  
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Figure 6.12 the procedure of Q&A with system. 

User can choose they want to willing to exchange or not the options which 

propose by system the by “Yes” or “No” button and the interactions will be recorded. 

The starting value is “user’s current reference point about attribute of service”. If 

users move on the next section, the value will adjust by user’s answer. (it will 

progress 5 times to record 6 outcome value and the value will in 0~100). Figure 6.12 

shows the procedure of interacting with system.  

After adjusting user’s expectation, the system will compute the utility value of 

willingness to try new service with formula of Cumulative Prospect Theory. We 

would observe the result of utility value of each new service’s attributes, to verify the 

utility certainty increase by adjusting of system.  

 

(d) Design principle and experiment details for Proposition 3-A 

The Proposition 3-A is “It is reasonable and feasible to eliminate analogy Gap5 

and increase utility value through interacting with human (repeat ask and answer to 

adjust derived expectation) to find out an appropriate derived expectation of new 

service”. The purpose of the Proposition 3-A is to investigate and authenticate the 

effectiveness of eliminating gap 5 analogy and increasing utility value by providing 

the user’s new reference point using this research system by interacting with user’s 

mental activity. Therefore, we want to verify that user really progress mental activity 

when they operate system. Following are interview questions related to whether 

progress mental activity or not shown in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Interview Question Design 

Authentication of mental activity 

Time  When experimental subjects finish interaction with system, this 

interview question will be progressed.  
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Purpose  In order to confirm user really progress mental activity (system 1 or 

system 2) when they operate system (for example, answer the question 

proposed by system).  

Question  

Design 

1. 請問剛剛回答的系統問題時，較多是使用直覺回答或是經過比

較、思考、運算回答? 

_______% 直覺 

_______% 比較、思考、運算 

 

2. 人的 mental activity(心理活動)分為兩種，一種為敏捷式決

定的直覺反應，稱為 system 1；另一種為經過需要經過大腦分

析、比較及計算的思考式反應，稱為 system 2。試問剛剛與系

統互動的回答中，您認為您處於哪一種心理活動? (可針對不同

題目選擇不同的心理活動) 

In this research, gap 5 analogy is illustrated as an analogy of gap 5, it means the 

difference of our gap 5 analogy is between user’s expected value and derived 

expectation  of new service. Therefore, we observer the perceived value of new 

service (utility) which computed by system whether accurately eliminate gap 5 

analogy and increase utility.  

On the other hand, we want to test and verify the new reference point and 

perceived value which are provided by system is effective to achieve willingness to 

accept new service. In this part, we will demonstrate some question and report about 

strength of adjusting that user feel and user’s confidence of new reference point or not. 

Finally, through the result of mental activity by interacting of the experimental 

subjects and the actual compute with formula of behavioral finance of the system.  

There are interview question related to the Proposition 3-A shown in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 Interview Question Design 

Authentication of adjusting reference point 

Time  When experimental subjects finish interaction with system, this 

interview question will be progressed. In this time, experimental subject 
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are already adjusted their reference point of attribute about new service 

by system.  

Purpose  1. In order to corroborate those experimental subjects interacting with 

system really adjust their current reference point of attribute about 

new service, also called perceived value.  

2. Furthermore, we want to authenticate that experimental subjects 

believe the results provided by system after interaction.  

Question  

Design 

1. 請問就剛剛與系統互動之過程，您是否認為你對該屬性的期望價

值有被調整? 請就您所感受到被調整的感覺回答。 

名稱 

非
常
沒
有
感
覺 

沒
有
感
覺 

普
通 

有
感
覺 

 

非
常
有
感
覺 

被調整的感覺 □ □ □ □ □ 

 

2. 經過系統的調整，並呈現您對屬性價值真正在乎的範圍，你是否

相信系統所呈現的屬性價值? 請就您對系統提供的數值相信的程度

回答。 

名稱 

非
常
不
相
信 

不
相
信 

普
通 

相
信 

 

非
常
相
信 

相信的程度 □ □ □ □ □ 

 

2-1. 若回答為”沒有、非常沒有被調整的感覺”或是”不相信、非

常不相信”，請繼續回答以下問題 

A. 請問為什麼不相信?請簡述原因為何。 

B. 請問需要透過其他什麼樣的方式才能夠調整您心中的

預測值或是看法? 

C. 系統採取"數值及等級"的方式來呈現屬性價值，您認

為何種呈現方式比較能貼近您心裡的感受? 
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(e) Design principle and experiment details for Proposition 4 

The proposition 4 is “People who in Contemplation step of behavior change cycle 

can gain more utility than who in Pre-Contemplation step. In the other word, it means 

people who already are aware of their needs are more effective to have more utility 

through our system”. From this perspective, the user’s current situation and exit poll 

are examining the effectiveness of behavioral change and the willingness to accept.  

The aim of the Proposition 4, we want to verify the entry barrier which proposed 

by this research could bring the better effectiveness of system. In this research’s 

opinion, we think that the user who is in Contemplation step of behavioral change can 

gain more utility value than who is in In-contemplation step of behavioral change. In 

order to test and authenticate entry barrier of system, we could collect both user’s 

current phase of behavioral change and the exit poll after using system. The validation 

methods of Proposition 4 focus on accessing data from user in the beginning and the 

end of using system. In the beginning, we design the questions which can reveal 

user’s current phase of behavioral change by questionnaire. In the end, there are two 

sources, one is the result of utility computed by system, and the other is the exit poll 

which interview with user to understand the utility they perceived.  

Through the state and perceived utility of the experimental subjects and the actual 

test of the system, there is some questionnaire and interview question related to the 

Proposition 4 shown in Table 6.1. 

 

6.4 Evaluation Results 

 In this chapter, we will discuss the propositions which are supported by the 

statistical test and interview data.  

 

Experiment and results for Proposition 1 
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Before the statistical test, we discuss the phenomenon we observed to test and 

verify degree of loss aversion loss aversion could influence perceived value from 

questionnaire. We consider to take the Music Streaming Service with large value as 

the data to analyze and justify our hypothesis.  

 

Figure 6.12 The Proposition 1 test 

 Figure 6.12 is the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis, and based 

Two-Samples T test. The reason why we choose Two-Samples T test as the method of 

statistical tests is simple random sample, n (the number of sample) >= 30 and the 

unknown σ (population standard deviation). In addition, we want to use the sample 

mean of two groups (X1 bar and X2 bar) to estimate whether there are existing 

significantly different sample mean. That’s reason why we choose Two-Samples T test 

rather than Z test. Figure 6.12 shows the hypothesis of existing significantly different, 

which used to sample mean of two groups to test that there are existing 

significantly different. On the other hand, Figure 6.13 is the mathematical 

symbols integrated table which is used to establish the formula later. 
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Figure 6.13 mathematical symbols 

 On the calculation way, we take advantage of the statistic software SPSS 

(Statistical Product and Service Solution) which supports many functions like 

descriptive statistic, statistical analysis of computing, predictive analysis and so on 

and there are Windows and Mac OS versions to be the consideration. As the Figure 

6.12, we set 𝐻0 as 𝜇𝐿 = 𝜇𝐻 , means exist significantly different; 𝐻1 as  𝜇𝐿 ≠ 𝜇𝐻 , 

means no exist significantly different. The following is the statistical results. 

Table 6.2 Descriptive statistics 

 

 The results of descriptive statistics and Two-Sample T test as Table 6.2 and Table 

6.4. From Table 6.2 we can find the Gain and Avoid Loss sample mean score are 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Variance 

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. 

Error 

Statistic Statistic 

Gain 61 2.00 3.00 5.00 4.2623 .07718 .60282 .363 

Avoid Loss 47 3.00 2.00 5.00 4.3830 .10338 .70874 .502 

Valid N 

(listwise) 

47        

 

𝑛1: 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑜 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  

𝑛1: 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  

𝑋1 𝑏𝑎𝑟: 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑋2 𝑏𝑎𝑟: 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑠𝑋1𝑋2
: 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝑠𝑋1
: 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑠𝑋2
: 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝛼: 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 

𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒: 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒                     

                      𝑎𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑.  𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑,  𝑖𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠  

         “the probability of error” 

𝑑𝑓: 𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑚,  𝑛 − 1 
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4.262 and 4.383, the Std. Error are 0.077 and 0.103, and s is 0.603 and 0.709, 

respectively.  

Table 6.3 The formula and interpretation of the Two-Sample T test 

 

 Table 6.3 is the Two-Sample T test consequence which uses the SPSS software 

with the 95% confidence interval (means α = 0.05), and we will coordinate with 

Table 6.3 and Figure 6.9 to get the conclusion of the null hypothesis and alternative 

hypothesis. 

Table 6.4 Independent Sample Test (Two-Sample T test)  
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Figure 6.13 Value of 𝑡𝛼 

First, we start from the critical value method. We based on the equal variances 

assumed. In Table 6.4 we can understand that t = 0.955 and c = 𝑡𝛼 ,𝑑𝑓 =

 𝑡0.05,106 (𝛼 = 0.05) ≅   𝑡0.05,120 (𝛼 = 0.05) = 1.98 (From Figure 6.13). The t is 

smaller than c, 𝐻0 is then not rejected which means 𝐻1 is not established (means 

there are not exist significantly different perceived value between low and high degree 

of loss aversion). 

Second, Sig. (2-tailed) in Table 6.4 means p-value. The meaning of p-value is 

that if 𝛼 > p-value, then it reaches the level of significance and 𝐻0 is rejected. As 

we mentioned before, 𝛼 = 0.05 and p-value = 0.342 (𝛼 < p-value) and 𝐻0 is not 
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rejected.  

Since the analysis results do not support our proposition 1, we try to figure the 

reason why there are not significantly differences between different degrees of loss 

aversion. We propose three possible reasons and inspiration as following (Table 6.5). 

Then we will design the interview questions and procedure with the consideration of 

these reasons afterward.  

Table 6.5 Summary of the statistical result 

Observed 

Situations 

Surmise the possible reasons Inspiration 

Based on theory of 

behavioral finance 

(Prospect Theory), 

human could 

perceive different 

utility with their 

degree of loss 

aversion (attitude 

of loss/risk). From 

Value Function of 

Prospect Theory, 

the higher the 

degree of loss 

aversion, the 

smaller the utility 

value. 

But through 

statistical analysis, 

we observed that 

there are no 

significantly 

different. 

1. Experimental subjects think that 

there are not significantly difference 

between perceived gain and avoiding 

loss. 

none 

2. Due to accepting a new service is 

not really perceived loss (means 

whether experimental subjects accept 

new service or not, they won’t lose 

anything). Because they even had not 

to hold/gain anything through new 

service, they would not show the 

behavior of avoiding loss.) 

The loss aversion may 

appear across attributes of 

service. In view of service 

provider, we can compose 

some related attributes to 

package the marketing 

plan. Thereby, applying 

attributes which 

experimental subjects 

really care might simulate 

the perceived loss.  

3. There are difference between 

perceived gain and avoiding loss, but 

they are not big enough different to 

influence the utility of new service. 

We infer that the perceived gain and 

avoiding loss are dependent on the 

relation (or gap) of gain and loss (for 

example: none loss, loss equal to gain, 

loss larger or smaller than gain). 

Search the critical point of 

generating and tending to 

avoid loss. Then, 

strengthen difference/gap 

between gain and loss 

aversion, in order to 

reinforce experimental 

subjects’ perceived and 

awareness. 
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4. There are difference between 

perceived gain and avoiding loss. 

When people choose the plan 

designed by principle of loss aversion, 

they think they really avoid loss and 

feel satisfied. Therefore, utility of new 

service increase instead of decreasing.  

Service provider should 

give people the perception 

of avoiding loss (design 

plan with principle of 

avoiding loss), then it will 

increase their utility. 

Based on above possible reasons and inspiration, we design some open questions 

to add in the interview question. In order to authenticate our surmise and inspiration, 

we ask these questions in interview. First, we want to figure out whether there are 

exist different about gain and avoid loss or not (Table 6.6). 

Table 6.6 Interview question for surmise of result of Proposition 1 

Authentication whether exist different between gain and avoid loss 

Purpose  In order to confirm that whether the perception of avoid loss exist or 

not and there are exist different perceived about gain and avoid loss. 

Question  

Design 

1. 試回想在您所在意的事情結果揭曉前的時刻，你的心理狀態、生理

及情緒反應為何? (如成績公布的前一刻、彩卷開獎的前一刻等等各

類型不確定事件揭曉結果的 moment。) 

若將在意、擔憂、緊張、期盼等等情緒反應強度分為 10 級 (試想 0

為毫無感覺；10 為心跳加速、心悸、呼吸困難等強烈反應)，請選

擇您的反應。 

 

情緒反應 □等級1 □等級2 □等級3 □等級4 □等級5  

□等級6 □等級7 □等級8 □等級9 □等級10 

 

2. 您是否認為獲取(gain)與避免損失(avoid loss)間存在差異? 心裡的

感受是否不同?  

差異 □有差異 □沒有差異  

心理感受 □相同   □不相同 
 

According to the experimental subjects’ answer, we design two in depth question 

as following (Table 6.7) to understand experimental subjects’ perception.  

Table 6.7 In depth interview about perceive of gain and avoid loss 

If experimental subjects’ answer is “there are exist different” 
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Purpose  In order to know when will experimental subjects perceive different 

and in what relation between gain and avoid loss that experimental subjects 

have stronger perception. 

Question  

Design 

A. 除了金錢之外，請問在哪些事情上會有想要避免損失的想法? (如: 

使用體驗、健康、情感、個資安全性等) 

B. 獲取與避免損失間的關係是怎麼樣的時候會感受到二者有差異?  

以金錢為例，在下列狀況下，請勾選你會避免損失的情況 

(如: 一個賭局，50%賭贏，50%賭輸，以下為賭贏及賭輸

的相對狀況) 

□ 獲取的效益 > 損失 (賭贏獲得 100 元，賭輸付出

50 元) 

□ 獲取的效益 = 損失 

□ 獲取的效益 < 損失 

□ 只要有任何損失 

□ 其他 __________________ 

□是  □否  與錢的多寡有關係，需要達到_________元以

上，才會有避免損失的想法  

 

承上，若改以題目 A 您所填答的事情為例 

□ 獲取的效益 > 損失  

□ 獲取的效益 = 損失 

□ 獲取的效益 < 損失 

□ 只要有任何損失 

□ 其他 __________________ 

□是 □否 與此事情的多寡有關係，需要達到_________以上，才

會有避免損失的想法 

 

C. 在一賭局或是選擇方案中，當您選擇了避免損失行為之後，請問心

理衡量賭局或方案的效益有沒有提升? 為什麼? 

 

 

 

D. 在什麼情況下(或是時間點)會產生想避免損失的想法，又原因是什

麼? 

環境因素: 

□ 不缺定性高 

□ 不確定性低 

□ 其他 ___________ 

個人情緒因素: 

□ 穩定 

□ 不穩定 

□ 其他 ____________ 
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If experimental subjects’ answer is “there are exist different” 

Purpose  In order to know the reason why experimental subjects don’t perceive 

different about gain and avoid loss and what the meaning of loss for them. 

Question  

Design 

A. 為什麼?  

B. 損失給你的感受是什麼?  

C. 當獲取與損失的落差要達到多大才會有感受? 

 

Result for Surmise the possible reasons by interview:  

The numbers represent the above surmises about the possible reasons (detailed 

information See Table 6.5). The following table shows the main findings from the 

interview to authenticate our surmises (See Table 6.8):  

Table 6.8 the summary of the surmise the possible reasons 

Number Main findings 

1 There 29 persons think there are difference between perceived gain and 

avoiding loss (among the 30 experimental subjects), only one experimental 

subject thinks they are the same. Therefore, we can reject this surmise and say 

there are existing significant difference between perceived gain and avoiding 

loss.  

 

Behavior and opinion of Subjects 

(who thinks perceived gain and avoiding loss are same) 

Subject 30 “Both perceived gain and avoiding loss, are good to me 

(both proposals can make me gain benefit), therefore, in my 

opinion there are same to me.” 

Remark: Service Proposal as following: 

(a) Gain 100 dollars coupon 

(b) Avoid 100 dollars charge 
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2 Experimental subjects think if they don’t really lose something in the decision 

procedure, and they will not have intense behavior of avoiding loss. Therefore 

we can say Number 2 of surmise is established.  

 

Behavior and opinion of Subjects 

Subject 6  “In the whole of system operation, I never put in any mine 

assets, therefore, I don’t have any behavior of avoid loss.” 

Subject 14 “In the promotion project, there are not any cost which I 

must pay, therefore I don’t have behavior of avoiding loss.” 

Subject 15 “Only when I real loss something which I concern, I have 

behavior of avoiding loss.” 
 

3 In view of the monetary, all of experimental subjects would have the behavior 

of avoiding loss when the gap between perceiving gain and avoiding loss is 

achieved in their mind. On the other view (for example, health), most of 

experimental subjects don’t accept to lose anything. Each experimental subject 

has different gap (between perceiving gain and avoiding loss), some of them 

are sensitive (gap is very low), some of them are indifferent gap is very high). 

This situation authenticate that individual have their own degree of loss 

aversion. 

 

Behavior and opinion of Subjects 

(Subject 1 and 2 are the sensitive cases, Subjects 19 is the indifferent 

case) 

Subject 1 “When the value of loss is equal to gain, I would choose 

avoiding loss. Because I can’t tolerate that expected value 

isn’t a positive integer.” 

Subject 2 “I hate loss. If loss larger than gain (even a little larger), I 

must choose avoiding loss.” 

Subject 19 “If there are existing opportunity of perceived gain, I will 

have the willingness to take risk. Unless the loss is up to that  

point that I can’t afford and I don’t choosing avoiding loss.” 
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4 There are 30 experimental subjects, 25 of them think if can avoid loss they 

would feel utility increasing. 5 of them think that avoiding loss make them 

feel safe, but don’t influence utility of new service. 

 

Behavior and opinion of Subjects 

Subject 10 “In my values, if I don’t lose anything, I feel comfortable and 

create more benefit (means utility increasing).” 

Subject 12 “When I choose avoiding loss plan, I feel utility increasing. 

There is not loss in decision, and then no loss means no 

negative utility to me. In the other word, the utility 

increases.” 

Subject 13 “Yes, I feel the utility is increasing. If I can avoid loss from 

my decision, I will feel gainful and advantageous.” 
 

 

Experiment and results for Proposition 2 

 The proposition 2 investigates difference to convert the psychological value (also 

called psychological value or subjective value, See Chapter 2.5) through computing of 

the value function to inspect the validity of the value function. First, we promote a 

new service with eight aspects (attributes) which in the same level benefit to 

experimental subjects. Second, we demonstrate questionnaire question ask 

experimental subjects to sort the attribute through their really feel gain and loss. 

Finally, we make sequence (sort rule: psychological value from high to low) which 

sorted by experimental subjects classify as eight-level psychological value (start from 

the highest psychological value). The purpose of classifying is wondering to validate 

that every experimental subject focuses on different aspects (attributes) and have 

different psychological value in the same event.  

 On the calculation way, we take advantage of the statistical software Excel 

(Statistical Product and Data Analysis) which support many chart diagrams like bar 

chart, pie chart, line chart and so on. As the Figure 6.14, we assume experimental 
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subjects would choose different attributes to represent the highest psychological value, 

even if those attributes all in the same degree benefit. The following is the statistical 

results. 

 

Figure 6.14 Bar chart of result of the highest psychological value 

 The results of descriptive statistics are shown in Figure 6.14. Obviously, we 

observed there are significantly differences that every experimental subject focuses on 

the attribute which they really care about. Most of experimental subject think that 

decrease monthly fee would bring the highest psychological value. On the other word, 

it means in the same degree of benefit, decreasing monthly fee would create more 

perceived value than other attributes to experimental subjects.  

 In this section we understand the behavior of the experimental subjects and test 

and verify the proposed proposition by statistical examine. Concluded that 

experimental subjects inclination to focus they really care (every attribute has own 

value function to appear specific psychological value), and it is reasonable and 

feasible to establish individual exclusive value function which is based on Prospect 

Theory of perceived to model the user’s behavior and information. 
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Experiment and results for Proposition 3 

 In this chapter, we will describe the result following the next two sections in 

detail. The first section, we will focus on URICA score and experimental subjects’ 

behavior. Furthermore, we will illustrate the relation and interpret the phenomena. In 

the second section, we explain the utility value which computed by system for each 

experimental subjects. 

URICA score 

The Proposition 3 investigates the effect of interaction way to progress 

behavioral change. We calculated the subjects’ score of URICA, including before 

(score II, (which is generated from user who finished the first procedure of BMIND 

system, but don’t enter the second procedure of BMIND system yet) and after (score 

III, which is generated from user who finished the second procedure of BMIND 

system) interacting with system in adjusting procedure (See Figure 6.1). Regarding 

URICA score of each round (I, II, III and IV), we will brief its meaning as following 

(See Table 6.9): 

Table 6.9 The meaning of URICA score 

Stage of 

URICA 

score 

Description 

Score I We would ask experimental subjects to fill in the URICA 

questionnaire after reading the description of new service (before 

progress the first procedure of BMIND system). And, this score 

we called score I. the purpose is want to know their current stage 

of behavioral change cycle. 

Score II After operating the first procedure of BMIND system, we would 

ask experimental subjects to fill in the URICA questionnaire 

again. This score which we called score II. The aim is verify the 

effectiveness of the first procedure of BMIND system. 

Score III Score III would be filled in after using the second procedure of 
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BMIND system (this research’s system). The purpose is 

authenticate that the adjusting whether effective or not. 

Score IV The last time (after finished the whole BMIND system) ask 

experimental subjects to fill in URICA questionnaire. The 

purpose is to evaluate the effectiveness of BMIND system. Score 

IV can be regard as exit poll of BMIND system. 

 We classify user’s evolution of URICA score (behavioral change state) as three 

categories (See Figure 6.15), and then we will illustrate the characteristics and reasons 

as follows. The category includes the increasing, constant and decreasing during stage 

I to II.  

 

Figure 6.15 The evolution of URICA score 

 

Increasing (score: II < III) 

There are 7 experimental subjects (there are 30 experimental subjects in our 

interview) which their evolution of score is increasing. We found that all of these 

experimental subjects have high consciousness and confidence of adjusting. Therefore, 

we can conclude that experimental subjects who move to next stage of behavioral 

change cycle has positive attitude (conscious and confidence) of adjusting. On the 

contrary, experimental subject who has positive attitude but their URICA scores don’t 

Evolution of Score

Increasing Constant Decreasing

7 

11 

12 
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increase. We intend to interpret the reasons behind this phenomena by interviewing 

those experimental subjects, and the results are as follows: 

 Tedious operation: system has too many operations which are used to collect data 

from experimental subjects, this way make experimental subjects impatient 

resulting in the consequence of the negative attitude on their willingness to try 

new service. Followings are subjects’ opinions of this issue: 

Table 6.10 Behavior and opinion of Subject 

Name Behavior and opinion 

Subject 9 “There are too many rounds of interaction in adjusting an 

attribute.” 

Subject 12 “Adjusting a derived expectation of attribute needs about 10 

rounds (answer 10 questions), and there are 5 attributes, 50 

rounds of interactions.” 

Subject 21 “Too tedious, it makes me impatient.” 

We observed that the common character of above three subjects is that they 

spend less time on surfing internet. We infer that they didn’t used to spend time 

on web, so they think tedious operation is not effective to them. 

 Numerical is indifferent: the system used numerical way to represent the derived 

expectation of attributes and utility of new service. Experimental subjects can’t 

figure out the meaning of the value through numerical value provided by the 

system. In the other word, some subjects thought the numerical value is hard to 

be connected to the attribute of new service. Although they perceived the 

adjusting, they couldn’t understand the meaning of value. They were so confused 

about numerical values that they hesitated about whether to move to next stage 

of behavioral change cycle. Followings are these subjects’ opinions of this issue: 

Table 6.11 Behavior and opinion of Subject 

Name Behavior and opinion 

Subject 13 “Using the numerical value to present the derived 

expectation of attribute is not intuition and clear.” 
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Subject 20 “I can’t figure out the quality of attribute and new service 

via numerical degree, therefore, I can’t evaluate the pros and 

cons of new service.” 

Subject 23 “If the numerical value can be represented with a suitable 

diagrammatic sketch of attribute’s function or interface 

together, it will be clearer and more effective.” 

We observed that the common character of above three subjects is that their 

major is relevant business department (for example, MBA). We infer that people 

who stand in view of business they expect every value should be presented with 

their meaning and reason.  

Constant (score: II = III) 

There are 11 experimental subjects (there are 30 experimental subjects in our 

interview) which their score II and III are same, we can say the evolution of score is 

constant. Due to the evolution of score is constant, we can’t understand the 

experimental subject’s desire and condition of behavioral change. 

Therefore, in order to figure their desire and condition of behavioral change, we 

observed their final URICA score (IV, this score is generated after finished the whole 

system, it means exit poll of system). Then, we found the score IV is increasing (I = 

II < IV), it means experimental subjects is progressing in behavioral change indeed. 

Since the reasons as we mentioned before, experimental subjects already perceived 

the adjusting but hesitated to move into the next stage. Based on the definition of 

Contemplation stage, it would take a long time. Therefore, we observed the final 

URICA score (IV, exit poll of BMIND system) to interpret experimental subjects' 

progress of behavioral change. Through social influence to delivery more information 

(the third procedure of BMIND system) to make experimental subjects understand the 

numerical value, and it then could be used to change their behavior intention. 

Following is subjects’ opinions of this issue (See Table 6.10): 
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Table 6.12 The summary of the qualitative data of constant category 

Number Name Behavior and opinion 

1 Subject 1 “After I receive the information about social opinion, I can 

get more realization about the meaning of numerical value.” 

2 Subject 7 “Although I have consciousness of adjusting, I still hesitate 

to have the willingness to try new service. If system can give 

me more information about other user really concern, it can 

trigger me the willingness to try new service quickly.” 

3 Subject 

10, 11 

“We have consciousness of adjusting and confidence of 

adjusting, but we think we still need consider that whether 

willingness to try new service.” 

4 Subject 15 “Unless system provides more information of new service 

(for example, interface of new service), I will go ahead to 

willingness to try new service“ 

5 Subject 

27, 28, 29 

“I think the effectiveness of adjusting appears after finishing 

the use of whole system. Therefore, in the score II, III is not 

obvious indicate the progress rate of behavioral change. The 

effectiveness of each procedure of BMIND system will reflect 

on the score IV ” 

We observed that the common character of above subjects is that they all have 

work experience and on the job now, except Subject 7. Furthermore, they are 

assuming the role of new service provider. According this phenomena, we think that 

people who is responsible for making decision are more hesitated than other. On the 

other word, they consider more things when they face a decision (to decide whether to 

do behavioral change or not). 

Decreasing (score: II > III) 

There are 12 experimental subjects (there are 30 experimental subjects in our 

interview) which their evolution of score is decreasing. We observed there are no 

obvious correlation between experimental subjects’ attitude (conscious and 

confidence) of adjusting and the evolution of URICA score. Some of them have high 

conscious of adjusting, but others even don’t have conscious of adjusting, same as 
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their confidence of adjusting. Therefore, concerning the reason why the experimental 

subjects’ URICA score decrease, we intend to analyze whether the current stage of 

behavioral change (before using system) is related to URICA score decreasing.  

  

Figure 6.16 Proportion of decreasing category 

 Based on the URICA questionnaire (Readiness to change Score), there are a rule 

to distinguish experimental subject’s stage of behavioral change cycle by their URICA 

score. The rule of distinguishing as following Table 6.13 (for the general population):  

Table 6.13 distinguishing rule of score 

Score Stage of behavioral change 

8 or lower In Precontemplation, regarding as Precontemplators 

8-11 In Contemplation, regarding as Contemplator 

11-14 In Preparation move into Action, regarding as Preparators into 

Action taker 

In the statistic result, based on above distinguishing rule, first, we interpret the 

reason of the decreasing category (See 6.14). Second, we show the experimental 

subjects’ behavior and opinion (See 6.15).  

Table 6.14 The summary of the decreasing category 

Current stage of 

behavioral change 

cycle 

Reason Population 

Proportion of Decreasing Category 

already in Contemplation before use  system Precontemplation Contemplation

7 
2 

3 
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Already in 

Contemplation stage 

before using BMIND 

system 

User have their stereotypes about 

new service, therefore, experimental 

subject is hard be adjusted, the first 

procedure of BMIND system can’t 

work indeed. 

7 person 

(number 1, 

2) 

Still in 

Precontemplation 

stage after using 

second procedure of 

BMIND system 

User still don’t be aware of their 

needs of new service, therefore, 

they don’t evaluate the pros and 

cons of new service yet. 

2 person 

(number 3, 

4) 

In Contemplation 

stage 

There are two probable reasons. 

One is user didn’t be adjusted by 

system (still stand in their current 

expectation), another is the new 

service can’t bring worth utility to 

user. Therefore, in these two 

situations user intend not to 

progress behavioral change. 

3 person 

(number 5, 

6, 7) 

The score of experimental subjects is shown in the Appendix B. 

The following table is to present the experimental subjects’ behavior and 

opinions (See 6.15).  

Table 6.15 The summary of the qualitative data of decreasing category 

Number Name Behavior and opinion 

1 Subject 24 “If I don’t see any concrete new service, I will regard it as 

end product and imagine the functions and characters by my 

past experience. Then, I will set my expectation at the highest 

level.” 

2 Subject 30 “When I know LazyTrip is a travel service, I search the 

concepts of travel service which I have used or heard 

before.” 

3 Subject 14 “I still don’t find the reason why I must have the willingness 

to try new service. I don’t have current derived expectation 

yet; therefore I believe that adjusting doesn’t work indeed.” 

4 Subject 20 “I am not an easy to have the willingness to receive new 

information. In addition, I am hard to imagine the new 

service’s function only by textual description, I can’t 
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understand what I really need.” 

5 Subject 18 “I think numerical value can’t represent the value, utility and 

benefit of attribute of new service completely. Therefore, I 

don’t believe the numerical value provided by the system 

without the transparency of the generating method.” 

6 Subject 21 “I don’t have awareness about numerical value; therefore I 

don’t be adjusted by system. If system can provide image with 

numerical value together, I think that can make me trust it.” 

7 Subject 25 “I have high expectation about this new service, and I don’t 

tolerate any adjustment about its derived expectation. In 

addition, too tedious operation make me loss patient and out 

of situation.” 

 About the subjects who already in Contemplation stage before using BMIND 

system, we observed that the common character of the above subjects are new service 

founder.  

Utility value 

As we proposed before, when human perceived that utility being increased, it 

will prompt human to move to the next step of behavioral change. On the other words. 

Besides the score of URICA, we analyzed the utility of new service’s attribute. In 

order to verify the utility is certainty increase after interacting with system. 

 After we calculated the utility of new service for each user, we found a bias in 

our operation and computation procedure. It represents there are only about 23.33% 

users will gain more utility after our system (the second procedure of BMIND system) 

(See the Utility bar in Figure 6.17).  
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Figure 6.17 Proportion of utility value (gain or loss) of new service 

 We observe the whole procedure of the system and then we found that we 

calculated the degree of loss aversion twice or more times during the evaluating 

procedure. In the utility function, the system multiplies the individual degree of loss 

aversion once. In addition, every time user interact with the system (evaluating their 

gain and loss to make a choice, it means answer question), the phenomena of loss 

aversion will work one time. In the other word, every time user answer a question, the 

utility of new service would multiply by their own degree of loss aversion again. 

 We found the loss aversion is regarded two times; one is multiplied in utility 

function by system, and the other one is created during the interaction procedure. 

Therefore, we attend to eliminate the repeated counting of individual loss aversion. In 

order to modify this bias and reduce the multiples degree of loss aversion, we take 

square root of the negative utility value of attribute. The statistic result shows this 

modification is effective, there are about 66.67% users will gain more utility after 

willingness to try new service (See Utility (modified) bar of Figure 6.17). 

 Table 6.16 is the summary of the Proposition 3, in order to show the main 

finding of above data analysis (experimental subjects’ behavior and opinion). 

Table 6.16 The summary of the Proposition 3 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Utility

Utility(modified)

Utility Value of New Service

gain loss
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Number Main finding 

1 User must have consciousness and confidence of adjusting derived 

expectation, and then they would move into next stage of behavioral 

change cycle (Preparation stage).  

2 There are two reasons why user already have consciousness and 

confidence of adjusting derived expectation, but they wouldn’t move 

into next stage of behavioral change cycle (Preparation stage). 

 Tedious operation: too many tedious interacting frequency make 

user impatient, then indirectly influence the behavioral change 

progress. 

 Numerical is indifferent: numerical representation of derive 

expectation and utility make user indifferent about progress 

behavioral change. 

3 User could be hesitated to decide whether move into next stage of 

behavioral change cycle (Preparation stage). Therefore, they need 

more time and others opinion (social information) to trigger them 

move into next stage. 

4 Current stage of behavioral change cycle which user stands in would 

influence the effectiveness of system. No matter it is too early (before 

using system), standing in Contemplation stage or still staying in 

Precontemplation stage after finishing first procedure of BMIND 

system, it would make the effectiveness of system decline (although 

there are three exception cases, the detailed reasons See Table 6.14 

and 6.15). 

5 We authenticate that adjusting by interacting and generating a derived 

expectation of new service to calculate the utility of new service 

could be used to change the human’s behavior intention. 

 

Experiment and results for Proposition 3-A 

Test of consciousness of adjusting 

 We collect the data about perceived adjusting, and there are five levels. To verify 

whether adjusting derived expectation is perceived and effective for subjects after 

interacting with the system five-round, we asked subjects to choose the level of 

perceiving adjusting.  
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 Before the statistical test, we discuss the phenomenon we observed to test and 

verify that user is conscious about adjusting their derived expectation from the 

interaction and questionnaire. The score 1 and 2 point mean negative consciousness of 

adjusting, score 3 points means they didn’t have specific consciousness about 

adjusting, score 4 and 5 point mean positive consciousness of adjusting. Therefore, 

we want to authenticate that user’s consciousness is larger than score 3 point, and it 

means have positive consciousness of adjusting. In the other word, the score larger 

than 3 point means system successfully adjust user’s derived expectation. We intend 

to test 95% confidence interval to guarantee that mean of conscious of adjusting is 

significant larger than score 3 point. 

 

Figure 6.21 The Proposition 3-A test about conscious of adjusting  

 

Table 6.17 Descriptive statistics 

 

The results of descriptive statistics and One-Sample T test as Table 6.17 and 

Table 6.18. From Table 6.17 we can find conscious of adjusting sample mean score 

are 3.4333, the Std. Deviation is 0.97143 and Std. Error Mean is 0.17736.  

Table 6.18 One-Sample T test 
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We start from the critical value method. In Table 6.18 we can understand that t = 

2.443 and c = 𝑡𝛼 ,𝑑𝑓 =  𝑡0.05,30 (𝛼 = 0.05) ≅   𝑡0.05,30  (𝛼 = 0.05) = 1.697 (From 

Figure 6.13). The t is greater than c, 𝐻0  is then rejected which means 𝐻1  is 

established (means most of the users feel that they are adjusted by interacting with 

system, so the adjusting is effective). 

Sig. (1-tailed) in Table 6.18 means P-value. The meaning of P-value is that if α 

> P-value, then it reaches the level the level of significance and H0 is rejected. As we 

mentioned before, in the 95% confidence interval (α = 0.05) and P-value = 0.021(α 

> P-value) and H0 is then rejected.  

Table 6.19 Summarized finding for test of consciousness of adjusting 

Number Main finding 

1 We justify that providing customized questions to interact with user 

can actually make user perceive adjusting and can make user’s 

derived expectation be adjusted.   

2 The interactions can stimulate user to compute, compare and consider 

the derived expectation of new service which they really concern. 

 

Test of confidence of adjusting 

 We asked subjects the level of confidence about the derived expectation of 

attribute which provided by the system. The same as above, there are five levels to 

present the level of confidence.  

 As above, before the statistical test, we discuss the phenomenon we observed to 

test and verify that user believe that the adjusting of derived expectation from the 
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interaction and questionnaire. The score 1 and 2 point mean negative confidence of 

adjusting, score 3 points means they don’t have specific confidence about adjusting, 

score 4 and 5 point mean positive confidence of adjusting. Therefore, we want to 

validate that user’s confidence is larger than score 3 points, and it means a positive 

confidence of adjusting. In the other words, the score larger than 3 points means 

system successfully convinces users trust the derived expectation provided by the 

system. We intend to test 95% confidence interval to guarantee that mean of 

confidence of adjusting is significant larger than score 3 point. 

 

Figure 6.22 The Proposition 3-A test about confidence of adjusting  

 

Table 6.20 Descriptive statistics 

 

The results of descriptive statistics and One-Sample T test as Table 6.20 and 

Table 6.21. From Table 6.20 we can find conscious of adjusting sample mean score 

are 3.4667, the Std. Deviation is 0.77608 and Std. Error Mean is 0.14169.  
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Table 6.21 One-Sample T test 

 

Sig. (1-tailed) in Table 6.21 means P-value. The meaning of P-value is that if α 

> P-value, then it reaches the level the level of significance and H0 is rejected. As we 

mentioned before, in the 95% confidence interval (α = 0.05) and P-value = 0.003(α 

> P-value) and H0 is then rejected. In addition, in the 99% confidence interval (α =

0.01) and P-value = 0.003(α > P-value) and H0 is then rejected. 

Therefore from One-Sample T test we can understand that H0 is rejected and 

accept H1. Based on our proposition, we can say that the interaction which the most of 

user can be adjusted and have the positive attitude (consciousness and confidence) of 

adjusting are effective way. Based on this results, we intend to interpret operation of 

mental activity for user who be adjusted by system successfully, in order to find the 

operating mode which can make user proceed behavioral change smoothly. 

The following is the actual interview situation and shows the different attitudes 

toward no consciousness and no confidence by some experimental subjects. There are 

experimental subjects (Subject 24, 27 and 30) posing no consciousness and want to 

leave question page within the interaction (adjusting) procedure. Concerning the 

reason why the experimental subjects perceive or do not perceive to be adjusted, we 

will discuss in the following (See Table 6.22). 

Table 6.22 Behavior and opinion of Subject 

Name Behavior and opinion 

Subject 24 “I don’t see any interface of new service that doesn’t operate 

any function of new service, so I can’t perceive the meaning 

of value.” 
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Subject 27 “Only when I know the detailed advantage or benefit that 

this new service is better than others, or I would not intend 

to be adjusted.” 

Subject 30 “Because I don’t have any construct or image of new 

service, I can’t perceive any adjusting.” 

 For the above interview record we found the specialty and job of experimental 

subjects could influence the attitude of adjusting. Subject 24, 27 and 30 are a group of 

new service provider, and their job are software engineer, their specialty is coding. 

departmental egoism (Feinberg, 1978) means human always stand on their specialty 

to think and to judge. Extend this phenomena, these three subjects claim they must see 

or operate new service; otherwise, they would not be adjusted. Because generating 

interface and function of new service is their daily work for them, they used to 

consider via this way and standard. 

Table 6.23 Summarized finding for test of confidence of adjusting 

Number Main finding 

1 We justify that providing customized questions to interact with user 

can actually make user trust the result of adjusting and can make 

user’s derived expectation be adjusted.  

2 Experimental subjects believe the value of attribute which can be 

computed and generated by system is their derived expectation about 

new service’s attribute. Furthermore, they trust the derived 

expectation provided by system is their proper derived expectation.  

 

Test of mental activity 

 The Proposition 3-A investigates the influence of adjusting, including the 

perceived adjusting and confidence of adjusting. Besides the explicit behavior, we 

break down to investigate the psychological information (the computing and 

evaluating method of adjusting with mental activity) to understand their relation.  

 As mentioned before, human’s ability to make decisions by mental activity can 

be categorized into two types. To verify whether these two types (system 1, system 2) 
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would alternately operate to evaluate decisions, we asked the subjects to assign the 

proportion of their decision way after they interact with the system (Table 6.2). 

According to the collected data, all of the decision ways can be composed by two 

types of mental activity. 

 First, we calculate that the operating way of mental activity during the 

interaction with the system, which classified three type, only use system 1, only user 

system 2, both system 1 and system 2. 

 

Figure 6.18 Mental Activity Proportion 

 According to pie chart of the result (See Figure 6.18), there are 30 experimental 

subjects, and 30 experimental subjects claim they use both system 1 and system 2 to 

operate the system. Therefore, we can understand all of the experimental subjects 

alternately use system 1 and system 2 to interact with the system to adjust their 

derived expectation of new service’s attribute. Based on the results, it conforms that 

human would alternately use system 1 and system 2 to make decision as we 

mentioned before (See Figure 4.1). 

 Break down to the combination of the way of using both system 1 and 

system 2, we classified them into three clusters via their usage ratios, including 

proportions is system 1 = system 2, system 1 > system 2 and system 1 < system 2. 

Mental Activity Proportion

system 1 only system 2 only system 1 + system 2

30 
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Figure 6.19 Combination Proportion 

 According to pie chart of the result (See Figure 6.19), there are 30 experimental 

subjects, and then 3 experimental subjects claim the usage ratio of system 1 and 

system 2 are same. 9 experimental subjects claim their system 1 is used more than 

system 2. 18 experimental subjects claim their system 1 is used less than system 2. We 

realize that most of experimental subjects used to use more system 2 during the 

decision procedure. 

 Furthermore, for the sequence of mental activity operating whether there are 

differences in the interacting question and answer between each subjects, we analyzed 

the proportion and sequence of mental activity of the subjects in the adjusting 

duration.  

Combination Proportion

system 1 = system 2 system 1 > system 2 system 1 < system 2

18 

3 

9 
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Figure 6.20 Sequence of Mental Activity 

According to pie chart of the result (See Figure 6.20), there are 30 experimental 

subjects, and then 7 experimental subjects claim that they use system 1 first; vice 

versa, there are 23 experimental subjects say that they first to use system 2 to make 

decision. Based on the result, we can say when most of human face to make a 

decision, they used to operate their system 2 to progress mental activity first. Even 

more, we can say it is reasonable for our system to trigger mental activity toward the 

mission of behavioral change in progress for each experimental subject, no matter the 

consequence is successful or not. The relation between the way of mental activity and 

attitude adjusting will be illustrated in the discussion section.  

 In order to verify that the mental activity can achieve to adjust user’s current 

derived expectation with interacting with human (repeat asking and answering) for the 

condition of Proposition 3-A, we design the interview questions to intend to 

understand how the way of mental activity operate for each experimental subject 

when they progress interaction with system. 

Via above data analysis (testing of mental activity) we can understand which 

operating method of mental activity makes user have conscious and confidence of 

adjusting. Because adjusting derived expectation is designed as psychological 

Sequence of Mental Activity

system 1 first, then system 2 system 2 first, then system 1

23 

7 
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operation, we wonder know who the user’s mental activity operates. Therefore, we 

design a test of mental activity to figure the relation between operation method and 

attitude (conscious and confidence) of adjusting.  

We found user used both system 1 and system 2 (mental activity) to make 

decision (answer the customized question provided by system). We found user who 

use system 2 not less than (equal or more than) system 1 would have more effective to 

be adjusted. In addition, system 2 earlier than system being used in decision would 

have more effective to be adjusted. Following is the main finding of Proposition 3-A 

(See Table 6.19): 

Table 6.24 The summary of the Proposition 3-A 

Number Main finding 

1 Providing customized question to interact with user can actually make 

user perceive adjusting and can make user’s derived expectation be 

adjusted. Through interaction can stimulate user to compute, compare 

and consider the derived expectation of new service which they really 

concern. 

2 Providing customized question to interact with user can actually make 

user trust the result of adjusting and can make user’s derived 

expectation be adjusted. They believe the numerical result which be 

computed and generated by system, and trust it is their proper derived 

expectation. 

3 User used both system 1 and system 2 (mental activity) to make 

decision (answer the customized question provided by system). We 

found user who use system 2 not less than (equal or more than) 

system 1 would have more effective to be adjusted. In addition, 

system 2 earlier than system be used in decision would have more 

effective to be adjusted.  

 

Experiment and results for Proposition 4 

 The Proposition 4 investigates the influence of the state of behavioral change 

cycle which the experimental subjects are situated within. We calculated the subjects’ 
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score of URICA, including before (I, II) and after (III) using the system from the 

beginning to finishing of the adjusting procedure (See Figure 6.1). We figure out the 

current step (state) of behavioral change cycle of subject via the score of part I and 

part II of URICA. Then, according to the current state to analyze which state of the 

subjects is situated could bring high effectiveness of the system.  

 Therefore, we classify all experimental subjects into two categories, including 

Precontemplation stage and Contemplation stage. Following (See Figure 6.23) is the 

proportion of experimental subjects’ current stage of behavioral change cycle: 

  

Figure 6.23 Proportion of behavioral change cycle 

Based on the distinguishing rule of score (See Table 6.13), we classify the 

experimental subjects’ score to two stage of behavioral change, including 

Precontemplation and Contemplation. Then, the result of descriptive statistic shows 

there are 30 experimental subjects, 11 of them are Precontemplation and 19 of them 

are Contemplation. 

 We break down both two categories to observe which situated stage of 

experimental subjects can make URICA score Increase. Following (See Figure 6.24) 

is the evolution of URICA score of each stage category: 

Proportion of Stage of Behavioral 
change cycle

Precontemplation Contemplation

19 

11 
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Figure 6.24 Evolution of URICA score 

The result of descriptive statistic shows that in Precontemplation stage there are 

11 experimental subjects and there are 5 experimental subjects’ URICA score being 

increasing. The proportion of increased URICA score population is about 45.45%. In 

Contemplation stage, there are 19 experimental subjects, and there are 17 

experimental subjects’ URICA score being increasing. The proportion of increased 

URICA score population is about 89.47%.  

Based on the statistic result we found that user in Contemplation stage use our 

system is more effective to change the human’s behavior intention than users in 

Precontemplation. Following is the main finding of Proposition 4 (See Table 6.20): 

Table 6.25 The summary of the Proposition 4 

Number Main findings 

1 User in Contemplation stage already aware what the really need, then, 

they interact with system to adjust their derived expectation to create 

the better utility of new service. 

2 For user still in Precontemplation stage, they don’t understand why 

the need new service (not aware of their needs) yet. They don’t 

evaluate utility or compare pros and cons; therefore adjusting derived 

expectation is unnecessary and indifferent for them. 

 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Precontemplation

Contemplation

Evolution of URICA score

increasing decreasing
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6.4 Discussion of Finding  

6.4.1 Findings for new service provider 

 In this section, we intend to discuss the main findings about our concept and 

system from new service providers. We interview with 3 group of new service 

providers (the opening questions see Table 6.26), and the findings are shown on the 

following table (See 6.27). The new service provides including the Performing Arts 

Platform- Artista (https://www.facebook.com/weareartista), Cloud Listening 

Examination- Erdo (http://erdo.cc/) and APP company- WhatsTheNumber 

(http://wtn.storysensecomputing.com/). 

During the interview with service provider, there are two parts of question, 

including existing approach of planning and marketing (including marketing research) 

and the benefit provided by BMIND system (the value, role and advantage of BMIND 

system).  

Table 6.26 The designed opening questions of interview 

Opening questions of interview 

Time  When service provider finish three procedures of BMIND system, this 

interview will be progressed.  

Purpose  Furthermore, the interview questions are designed as open question. 

Via the discussion way we want to understand what is the real concern 

about BMIND system of service providers. And, what should we 

modify and how do we improve BMIND system. 

Question  

Design 

Part I: About existing approach of planning and marketing 

1.平時在規劃、發想新服務時使用的方法是(例：google相關知

識、腦力激盪、焦點團體、敏捷式開發等)？ 

2.承上題，您認為您所選擇使用的方法或工具上有哪些缺點或是不

足之處？ 

3.平時如何去評估新服務設計的內容(例：試用推廣、事前問卷調

查等等)？ 

4.事前評估的預期成效與實際成效是否常常有差距？認為原因可

能出在哪裡？ 

 

http://wtn.storysensecomputing.com/
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Before interview inter to Part II, we will briefly abstract the 

propositions of BMIND system. 

Part II: the effect of using BMIND system 

1.相較於平常使用的規劃與設計方法，您認為本系統有甚麼比較不

一樣的價值？ 

2.本系統所提供的資訊能否補足平常使用方法的不足之處，縮短預

期成效與實際成效間的距離？為什麼？ 

3.在服務的傳遞上是否能夠更有效且確實? 

 

Table 6.27 The summary of the new service providers’ suggestion and opinion 

New service 

provider 

 Opinion and Suggestion 

Artista In order to do marketing search, they use online questionnaire 

and outsourcing to marketing search company. Regarding 

above two methods, there are existing some problems. First, 

the result can’t represent the tester’s intention behavior or real 

opinion completely (only reflect shallow behavior). Second, 

outsourcing to marketing search company is very expensive to 

them. They think that, BMIND system can play an important 

role in the view of psychological. Following is their opinion: 

“We think BMIND system can fetch up the shortcoming of 

existing marketing search with psychological adjusting and 

data analysis.” 

Erdo In the concept of behavioral change to consider willingness to 

try new service is an innovation idea. Compared with click 

record of Google Analytics (GA), BMIND system’s data 

analysis is not only from the explicit behavior, but also 

observing the mental activity. Although Erdo’s foundation 

appreciates and gives affirmation to concept of BMIND 

system, he thinks that it is hard to make user take long time to 

use BMIND system. Following is their opinion and 

suggestion: 

“It is an innovation and useful idea to promote new service, 

but I afraid tedious operations would frighten away user. In 

addition, BMIND system is an independent website, it may 

exist a problem about how to bring user in. I think you can put 

concept and operation of BMIND system into the existing 
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service provider's website.” 

WhatsTheNumber Because most of the experimental subjects of 

WhatsTheNumber are engineers. In the engineering view they 

think BMIND system should express the interface and 

function demo of new service, instead only delivering textual 

description to user. Following is their opinion: 

“We agree the way which BMIND system provided to make 

user progress behavioral change (final willingness to try new 

service). On the contrary, We think the existing mode of 

appearance of new service’s attribute which BMIND system 

published is not enough. We suggest that BMIND system can 

add the more information (picture, video and so on), we 

believe it can make BMIND system more effective to change 

the human’s behavior intention.” 

 Regarding above suggestion and opinion for new service providers, we can say 

that BMIND system can really bring benefit to new service provider. We provide 

psychological information of user to make up a deficiency of existing marketing 

search tools. New service providers believe that if we can slightly modify (for 

example: interface, representation way and so on) BMIND system, then it would 

make user finish their behavioral change cycle smoothly. In the other word, it means 

make user willingness to try new service successfully.  

 

6.4.2 Findings for BMIND system 

In the first procedure of BMIND system, preference analysis, we observed its 

process of anchoring effect is used successfully, with a cognitive bias, to induce the 

user to evaluate the pros and cons (about the awareness of whether needing to try new 

service) of using the service. Furthermore, it can measure the preference of the 

attribute, an individual’s attitude towards an object, typically reflected in an explicit 

decision-making process, by the mental state models built by the level of anchoring 

effect. The models are feasible to represent the users’ current concern of the service. 
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Therefore, we can say these models are the current reference points of considering 

using the new service in the Precontemplation stage. These current reference points 

will be delivered to the second procedure of BMIND system and used as the input 

data. 

The relation between first procedure and second procedure of BMIND system is 

information delivery. Human’s individual degree of loss aversion and current 

reference point of new service will be delivered by first procedure of BMIND system. 

Second procedure of BMIND system will use these information to keep stimulating 

human do behavioral change.  

In the second procedure of BMIND system, there are two main findings. First, 

we observed human’s mental activity and physiological information can stimulate 

their progress mission of behavioral change (for example, evaluate pros and cons and 

so on) (different from above awareness of pros and cons, here pros and cons is 

whether decideing to try new service). Second, we justify providing a proper derived 

expectation to human can bring more positive utility to them and make behavioral 

change cycle smoothly in progress. 

In the third module, we know the usability of second module, so we use the 

visual graph to display the whole data that deliver from previous modules and can 

make individual understand it easily. The comparative mental preference of attributes 

in original, new, and the social reference points can be viewed in a visual graph that 

inspires individual to learn from others in order to balance his/her expectation about 

new service. The visualization and simplified content can make individual to 

understand the social opinions and help his/her readiness to adjust the cognition 

through the system, and this illustrates the new reframing method is helpful. From the 

first module to the third module, we can collect the different mental activities or 

behaviors which would encourage individual to find the awareness to change and 
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willing to make behavior change. 

In the future, we attend to modify the shortcomings and review the feedbacks 

from the subjects, and then develop a better system to help new service to promote 

and increase their exposure. We consider to generate BMIND API to provide to the 

new service providers and they could add it into their services or marketing plans to 

collect the information about physiological information that would make them know 

what service attributes their potential user really concern and stimulate them to 

improve their services. 

We want to know the subjects’ status quo of willingness to try the service before 

the using our system in order to observe the change. We use URICA (University of 

Rhode Island Change Assessment Scale), a measure of readiness to change, to 

measure a person’s willingness to use the service at a particular time. The URICA was 

designed for individuals entering treatment and cast in a generic form and was used to 

assess the clinical process and motivational readiness for change as well as to measure 

the process and outcome variables for a variety of health and addictive behaviors 

(DiClemente et al., 2004). Although the items of URICA were selected initially to 

represent five stages of change, including the preparation stage, this psychometric 

analysis was employed to measure attitudes and tasks related to only four distinct 

subscales, labeled Precontemplation, Contemplation, Action, and Maintenance 

(Soderstrom, et al., 2007).  

We chose a brief 12-item (3 items per subscale) modified version of URICA, 

which was used in a reduced drinking project, as the basic questionnaire of our 

version (see Appendix A). We modified the content of each item to fit our target to 

measure, willingness to try the service. However, we supposed that every subject 

doesn’t have the using experience of the new service, so the 3 items of maintenance 

stage was removed because these items were designed reflect a struggle to maintain a 
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change and they may lead to an improper result. Finally, we used a simple 9-item (3 

items per subscale related to Precontemplation, Contemplation and Action) modified 

version of URICA (see Table 6.4.2). The subjects were asked to endorse these items 

on a 5-point Likert scale that ranged from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 

Table 6.28 9-item version of URICA for willingness to try the service 

No. Statement Subscale 

1 
It doesn’t make much sense for me to consider using this 

service. 
Precontemplation 

2 
Trying to use the service is pretty much a waste of time for 

me. 
Precontemplation 

3 

Maybe the service is good, but there’s nothing that I really 

need to use it. 
Precontemplation 

4 I’ve been thinking that I might want to use the service. Contemplation 

5 
I may have needs of the service and I think I should try to use 

it. 
Contemplation 

6 
I hope that someone will have some good advice for me about 

using the service. 
Contemplation 

7 
At times I think the service is beneficial to me and I’m 

determined to use it. 
Action 

8 
Anyone can talk about they might give the service a try; but 

I’m actually going to use it. 
Action 

9 I am really working hard to try to use the service. Action 

Notice: In each case, make your choice in terms of how you feel right now, not 

what you have felt in the past or would like to feel. 

1: Strongly Disagree ; 2: Disagree ; 3: Undecided ; 4: Agree ; 5: Strongly Agree 

 

4.5 or lower classified as Precontemplators 

4.5-6.75 classified as Contemplators 

6.75-9 classified as Preparators into Action Takers 
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 For the result of 9-item URICA table (see Table 6.28, and the detailed data see 

APPENDIX C), the whole BMIND system is feasible to make people move to their 

own next stage of behavioral change cycle; that is,  BMIND system actually can 

stimulate people to do behavioral change. However, there are two reasons making few 

cases of the URICA score being decreased (people go back to the previous stage of 

behavioral change cycle). First, in the middle of BMIND system people appear 

negative behavior during the behavioral change owing to the influences of experiment 

interactions. Second, some people through BMIND system understand what they 

actually concern and need (i.e., they really don’t need this new service). Besides 

above these two reasons, the experiment subjects’ 9-item URICA score is increasing.   
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Chapter 7 CONCLUSION  

This research presents an adjusting service system to motivate new service’s user 

and provider to coordinate with BMIND system to progress behavioral change and 

publicize what the BMIND system wants to do (to do service innovation and 

promotion and provide a proper derived expectation to the user). 

Through this system process, user could get some stimulation to do behavioral 

change and new service providers could get some aspiration to modify their new 

service. 

For reaching an agreement of above keynote, this research is initiated with two 

research questions. The first question is related to design a new mechanism to 

coordinate with user’s individual derived expectation to achieve aim of behavioral 

change motivation. The second one investigate individual’s behavior of loss aversion 

on different attributes for the progress of behavioral change. The results have been 

presented in details in Chapter 6. 

 

7.1 Contributions  

(1) The designed interacted adjusting system 

 For the motivation purpose as mentioned in the previous chapter, we design the 

interacted mechanism to adjust derived expectation and recommend the suitable one 

to the user. First we take advantage of mental activity to construct the adjusting 

system. Based on mental activity, the system adjusts user by interacting with user in 

web progress (Section 4.3.1). As a result of the verification of Chapter 6, we found it 

is rational to model this adjusting system with the mental activity using user behavior 

data of web process. And then, we build the operating process of adjusting system by 

using the Cumulative Prospect theory and assemble them by the structure of value 

function and weighted cumulative probabilities function to achieve the motivate 
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purpose (Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Finally, the proper derived expectation will be 

generated with the user interrelated information to create utility of new service and 

accomplish the aim of the research; stimulating user to do behavioral change. Based 

on the experimental result in last chapter we have successfully demonstrated an 

adjusting service system to motivate user to follow the stage of behavioral change to 

co-create the utility with BMIND system. 

 

(2) Psychological information of behavioral change 

This research discuss about the motivation of behavioral change, and we found 

that the motivation ultimately start from the psychological information. That is the 

reason why the mechanism of adjusting system starts from mental activity (Section 

4.3.1). In addition to the mechanism, we also investigate the different phenomenon of 

the system user and combine them into the psychological. From the behavioral change 

process to the incentives assessment (Chapter 6), we investigate the influence of the 

psychological and use this phenomenon to adjust our derived expectation direction. 

Through the interview, we can understand that user can be adjusted this kind of 

behavioral change which starts from psychological. 

 

(3) Applying the cumulative prospect theory 

Cumulative Prospect theory is the theory of behavioral finance, and we extend 

this theory into the decision-making of behavioral change process. From the interview 

process, we found that the user’s background will affect the choice and it can be 

extended to investigate the attitude of loss. The subjects who have more willingness to 

avoid a loss in the choice of decision are want to pursue satisfaction in their mind. We 

got this phenomenon from our interviews process which discuss perspective of the 

loss and this phenomenon corresponding to the Cumulative Prospect theory; people 
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are risk seeking tendency of the individuals if they are in the loss condition, and more 

risk aversion tendency when they are in the profits condition. Therefore, we discuss 

this phenomenon with new service providers in the in-depth interview. We found we 

can use this phenomenon to packet the marketing strategy to stimulate user follow 

provider’s anticipation. 

 

7.2 Managerial Implications  

(1) Stimulate user to co-create utility with BMIND system 

The aim of this research is to encourage use to do behavioral change via BMIND 

system. Because the journey of the adjusting process is tedious and lengthy, it is 

necessary that having some incentive mechanism in the midway of the system. The 

paramount assignment of the adjusting is to incite user coordinate with system 

gamification process of BMIND system and to construct their own derived 

expectation to bring more utility to they. The result of the experiment in previous 

chapter illustrated that user will be stimulated by adjusting operation of system to do 

behavioral change and have enough motivation to use BMIND system.  

 

(2) Stimulate user to do behavioral change via interacting (making choice) with 

adjusting system 

 In addition to stimulate user to co-create utility with BMIND system, the other 

purpose of the adjusting system is to incite some intrinsic motivation of user and let 

them willingness to try new service (also called to do behavioral change). After 

adjusting derived expectation and receiving utility, the subjects might express that 

they willingness to try new service. It brings sufficient intention to actuate user to do 

behavioral change. At least from the psychological they want to intend to do 

behavioral change and it’s a good beginning. 
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(3) Using the innovative way to promote new service 

It is an innovative way to promote new service to new service provider. It is 

different from previous marketing strategy, this innovation way intends toward 

psychological view to promote new service to user. Through figure the user’s 

preference and provide a proper derived expectation of that new service to user to 

make user willingness to try new service. In addition, the detailed mental activity (the 

sequence, proportion and so on) can also bring some aspirations to service provider. 

This is an occasion to take advantage of adjusting which can encourage user thinking 

what they really need and concern to incite them willingness to try new service (also 

called to do behavioral change. 

 

(4) Behaviors of different roles of BMIND users 

There are two kinds of user roles, including user (new service receiver) and new 

service provider. Following we will focus on different roles to brief the findings in 

this research.  

In the role of users (new service receivers), we observed user’s derived 

expectation of new service can be adjusted with their mental activity by interactions 

provided by BMIND system. Therefore, we can say the adjusting method proposed by 

this research is effective.  Although, some users don’t want to spend much more time 

on the process of evaluating the utility which they can gain from trying new service. 

Some user’s feel impatient, however they think they still be adjusted by system. 

In the role of new service providers, we found the physiological information is 

helpful and valuable to them. The most of existed ways of marketing research are 

focusing on the explicit behaviors of user. Therefore, new service providers think that 

combining the behavioral information and physiological information can make them 
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accurately understand what is user really concerned. Then, this way can help them 

redesign their new service and marketing plan.   

Therefore, we can claim that the performance which be achieved by research is 

actually can help user to adjust the unfit derived expectation with their mental activity. 

Then, the analysis data and performance of system can help provider to redesign the 

new service and to make user willingness to try their new service. 

Furthermore, we would like to break down user roles into different user 

characters, including spending time on surfing internet, major, whether having work 

experience and the position of job. In the following we will focus on each character to 

illustrate the findings. 

First, for the spending time on surfing internet, we observed spending more time 

on surfing internet is helpful to increase effectiveness of system, since these kind 

people is used to spend time on many operations. And, in our subjects’ profile, we 

found the average of spending time on surfing internet is high. Therefore, we 

observed the habit of general people is suitable for our system, it is effective to us. 

Second, for major, we observed subjects whose majors are about business (for 

example, MBA) expect every value should be presented with their meaning and 

reason and they think numerical is indifferent and the numerical value is hard to be 

connected to the attribute of new service. Although they claim the numerical is 

indifferent to them, the result of questionnaire demonstrate they actually be adjusted 

by system and the utility of new service demonstrate is positive to them.  

Third, work experience, we observed subjects who already have work experience 

and are responsible for making decision are more hesitated than other and they will 

consider more things when facing a decision (to decide whether to do behavioral 

change or not). Therefore, we provide more information to them, they will willingness 

to try new service (move to next stage of behavioral change cycle). Finally, for 
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position of job, we observed subjects whose position are new service founder have 

high consciousness on new service. 

 According the result and finding of experiments (see chapter6), we can say this 

research can achieve to make most of user have consciousness and confidence of 

adjusting and stimulate them to do behavioral change. Especially, user who spend 

more time on surfing internet are easier to use our system and complete the operations 

and willingness to try new service. In the group of spending more time on surfing 

internet, the founder and co-worker of new service and worker of them are more 

appreciate this research performance. 

7.3 Limitations and Future Works 

We note several limitations to our work that should be taken into account when 

leveraging our approach. First, limitation of category of “new service” as we 

mentioned in previous chapter (Section 1.7), new service of radical innovations is 

more appropriate to apply in this study. Since, human decide to adopt a discontinuous 

technological change (radical innovations), they usually make progress on the 

procedure of behavioral change and finish it. 

 Second, the round of interaction must be progressed five times. In order to make 

outcome value of attribute achieves convergence, system needs to progress five times 

interaction (question and answer) with user to generate six outcomes of attribute 

(including the current outcome of attribute). Although this mechanism make outcome 

value of attribute achieve convergence to compute utility value, it so tedious and 

lengthy that make user impatient. 

 Third, the presentation of derived expectation is limit in numerical way. System 

don’t embed the specific information (for example: pictures, diagrammatic sketch, 

demo video of function and so on) about new service in the interacting process. 

Practically, if we want let user much understand the quality of attribute of new service, 
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we should publish more presentation ways in BMIND system. 

Finally, as the summary of above-mentioned limitations, first, the future research 

could decrease the tedious interaction of adjusting operations. Second, the numerical 

presentation of derived expectation would be re-designed to become more intuitive 

and clear to user. For example, we would combine the diagrammatic sketch of 

attribute, demo video of function and so on. Finally, it can be advance into a technical 

persuading mechanism for any function or purpose to adjust user’s behavior or 

perspective. Future research may extend the focus to strengthen the adjusting power 

and presentation way of derived expectation. Furthermore, we want to create a 

mechanism that can filter users with their current stage of behavioral change cycle. 

This mechanism will weed out user who still in Precontemplation stage after they 

finish the first procedure of BMIND system, that is, they are still not aware they need 

this new service. The barrier of entering second procedure of BMIND system is user 

who is in still Contemplation stage, in order to guarantee effeteness of system. 

 

7.4 Conclusion Remarks 

 In this paper, we address the problem how to motivate use to progress behavioral 

change (during Contemplation stage and Preparation stage) with a psychological 

mechanism of the adjusting service system (second procedure of BMIND system). By 

leveraging mental activity and attitude of loss aversion, the mechanism assembles 

them by the structure of Cumulative Prospect theory, and the system coordinate with 

the relevant information of user as the element to construct the utility function to 

achieve the motivation purpose. Through this mechanism, user are willingness to try 

new service and provider are able to get some inspiration about adjusting and 

promotion.  
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 We also offer a system scenario and experiments for this method to show its 

practicability. We believe the method can achieve the purpose of encouraging user and 

provider to do behavioral change (willingness to try new service), and getting some 

inspiration of promotion.   
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APPENDIX A 

Number Name Gender Job Major E-mail Age 
Educational 

Background 

Spending Time on 

Internet/ per day 

Role 

1 謝 OO 男 developer 資管 wind3*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 5-7 小時 Provider 

2 楊 OO 男 學生 資管 1023*****@nccu.edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 user 

3 賴 OO 男 學生 資管 
 

20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 user 

4 呂 OO 女 博士後研究 統計 itingl*****@gmail.com 30-40 歲 博士 5-7 小時 Provider 

5 黃 OO 男 學生 資管 1023*****@nccu.edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 
user 

6 葉 OO 男 學生 資管 bla*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 5-7 小時 user 

7 陳 OO 男 學生 資管 p037*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 5-7 小時 user 

8 林 OO 男 學生 資管 1013*****@nccu.edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 user 

9 鄭 OO 女 學生 資管 
 

20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 Provider 

10 沈 OO 男 學生 資管 samu*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 user 

11 胡 OO 男 
   

20-30 歲 大學 5-7 小時 user 

12 何 OO 男 學生 工業設計 shootc*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 大學 5-7 小時 user 

13 邱 OO 女 學生 商管科系 
 

20-30 歲 大學 3-5 小時 user 

14 賴 OO 男 學生 科技管理 kelvinla*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 5-7 小時 user 

15 龔 OO 女 學生 資管 
 

20-30 歲 碩士 5-7 小時 user 

16 劉 OO 女 學生 資管 haze*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 user 

17 李 OO 男 學生 科智所 s58*****@hotmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 user 

18 巫 OO 男 學生 資管 1023*****@nccu.edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 user 

mailto:wind3*****@gmail.com
mailto:102356006@nccu.edu.tw
mailto:itingluchung@gmail.com
mailto:102356022@nccu.edu.tw
mailto:blastkai@gmail.com
mailto:p03757935@gmail.com
mailto:101356034@nccu.edu.tw
mailto:samulice1@gmail.com
mailto:shootcreate@gmail.com
mailto:kelvinlai1107@gmail.com
mailto:hazelyliu@gmail.com
mailto:s5819874@hotmail.com
mailto:102356023@nccu.edu.tw
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19 劉 OO 女 學生 MBA angela00*****@hotmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 Provider 

20 巫 OO 女 學生 MBA 1013*****@nccu..edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 Provider 

21 黃 O 男 學生 MBA 1013*****@nccu.edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 1-3 小時 Provider 

22 黃 OO 女 學生 MBA 1012*****@nccu.edu.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 3-5 小時 Provider 

23 葉 OO 女 網路業 MBA iir*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 大學 7 小時以上 Provider 

24 廖 OO 男 學生 physics vince*****@gmail.com  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 Provider 

25 王 OO 女 學生 海洋環境資訊 
 

20 歲以下 大學 3-5 小時 Provider 

26 王 OO 女 
  

norm*****@yahoo.com.tw  20-30 歲 碩士 1-3 小時 Provider 

27 黃 OO 男 工程師 資訊工程 dan*****@storysensecomputing.com  30-40 歲 碩士 5-7 小時 Provider 

28 陳 OO 女 行銷 
 

j**@storysensecomputing.com  20-30 歲 大學 7 小時以上 Provider 

29 周 OO 男 工程師 
 

pi**@storysensecomputing.com  20-30 歲 大學 7 小時以上 Provider 

30 侯 OO 男 
  

jas*****@storysensecomputing.com  20-30 歲 碩士 7 小時以上 Provider 

 

 

mailto:angela0020344@hotmail.com
mailto:101355024@nccu..edu.tw
mailto:101355073@nccu.edu.tw
mailto:101255044@nccu.edu.tw
mailto:iirene01@gmail.com
mailto:vincentn01@gmail.com
mailto:norma1217@yahoo.com.tw
mailto:danhuang@storysensecomputing.com
mailto:j**@storysensecomputing.com
mailto:pi**@storysensecomputing.com
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APPENDIX B 

Number Subject 
(C + A + M–PC) Readiness Score (C + A–PC) Readiness Score 

I II III IV I II III IV 

1 謝 OO 7.6667 9.0000 9.3333 9.0000 4.6667 5.6667 5.6667 6.0000 

2 楊 OO 6.0000 7.0000 7.3333 7.0000 2.6667 3.3333 4.0000 3.6667 

3 賴 OO 8.0000 8.6667 8.3333 8.3333 5.3333 5.6667 6.0000 6.0000 

4 呂 OO 8.3333 9.3333 10.6667 10.0000 5.3333 7.3333 8.6667 8.6667 

5 黃 OO 7.3333 7.0000 8.0000 7.6667 4.3333 4.0000 4.6667 4.6667 

6 葉 OO 10.0000 9.3333 9.0000 9.6667 6.6667 6.6667 6.3333 7.0000 

7 陳 OO 8.0000 10.3333 9.3333 10.0000 5.0000 8.3333 8.3333 9.0000 

8 林 OO 9.6667 11.0000 11.0000 11.3333 5.6667 7.3333 7.3333 15.1111 

9 鄭 OO 10.0000 9.6667 9.3333 9.0000 6.6667 7.6667 6.0000 6.3333 

10 沈 OO 6.6667 7.3333 7.3333 9.3333 4.0000 5.0000 5.0000 7.0000 

11 胡 OO 7.6667 9.0000 9.0000 9.0000 4.0000 5.3333 5.3333 5.3333 

12 何 OO 10.0000 8.6667 7.3333 7.6667 7.0000 6.0000 3.0000 3.6667 

13 邱 OO 9.0000 7.3333 7.3333 8.3333 6.0000 5.3333 5.3333 5.6667 

14 賴 OO 7.0000 7.6667 7.3333 7.3333 4.3333 4.6667 4.3333 4.3333 

15 龔 OO 10.6667 11.6667 12.0000 11.0000 7.0000 8.3333 8.3333 8.3333 

16 劉 OO 9.3333 10.0000 10.6667 10.3333 6.3333 7.0000 7.6667 7.3333 

17 李 OO 9.6667 9.6667 9.0000 10.0000 6.6667 7.6667 7.3333 7.6667 

18 巫 OO 5.6667 8.3333 7.3333 7.3333 1.3333 4.3333 3.6667 3.0000 

19 劉 OO 9.0000 10.0000 11.6667 12.0000 6.0000 7.0000 8.3333 8.6667 

20 巫 OO 6.0000 6.6667 5.3333 5.6667 3.0000 3.3333 2.0000 2.6667 

21 黃 O 7.6667 8.3333 8.0000 9.0000 4.0000 5.0000 4.3333 6.6667 

22 黃 OO 7.3333 7.6667 8.6667 9.0000 4.0000 4.6667 6.0000 6.3333 

23 葉 OO 9.0000 10.3333 9.6667 9.6667 5.6667 7.0000 6.3333 6.3333 

24 廖 OO 8.0000 8.6667 7.6667 9.0000 5.3333 5.6667 4.3333 6.0000 

25 王 OO 7.0000 9.6667 9.0000 9.3333 3.3333 6.3333 6.0000 6.3333 

26 王 OO 7.3333 7.3333 7.3333 7.6667 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.3333 

27 黃 OO 7.3333 8.3333 8.3333 8.3333 4.6667 5.6667 5.6667 5.6667 

28 陳 OO 6.6667 8.0000 8.0000 8.0000 4.3333 5.6667 5.6667 6.0000 

29 周 OO 6.0000 7.3333 7.3333 7.6667 3.0000 4.3333 4.3333 4.6667 

30 侯 OO 8.0000 4.0000 3.0000 3.0000 3.6667 0.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
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APPENDIX C 

  C+A-PC readiness score Stage of Behavioral Change Cycle 

subjects I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV 

test1 14 17 17 18 4.6667 5.6667 5.6667 6.0000 Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test2 8 10 12 11 2.6667 3.3333 4.0000 3.6667 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 

test3 16 17 18 18 5.3333 5.6667 6.0000 6.0000 Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test4 16 22 26 26 5.3333 7.3333 8.6667 8.6667 Contemplation Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test5 13 12 14 14 4.3333 4.0000 4.6667 4.6667 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test6 20 20 19 21 6.6667 6.6667 6.3333 7.0000 Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Preparation to Action 

test7 15 25 25 27 5.0000 8.3333 8.3333 9.0000 Contemplation Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test8 17 22 22 22 5.6667 7.3333 7.3333 7.3333 Contemplation Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test9 20 23 18 19 6.6667 7.6667 6.0000 6.3333 Contemplation Preparation to Action Contemplation Contemplation 

test10 12 15 15 21 4.0000 5.0000 5.0000 7.0000 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Preparation to Action 

test11 12 16 16 16 4.0000 5.3333 5.3333 5.3333 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test12 21 18 9 11 7.0000 6.0000 3.0000 3.6667 Preparation to Action Contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 

test13 18 16 16 17 6.0000 5.3333 5.3333 5.6667 Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test14 13 14 13 13 4.3333 4.6667 4.3333 4.3333 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 

test15 21 25 25 25 7.0000 8.3333 8.3333 8.3333 Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test16 19 21 23 22 6.3333 7.0000 7.6667 7.3333 Contemplation Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test17 20 23 22 23 6.6667 7.6667 7.3333 7.6667 Contemplation Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test18 4 13 11 9 1.3333 4.3333 3.6667 3.0000 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 
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test19 18 21 25 26 6.0000 7.0000 8.3333 8.6667 Contemplation Preparation to Action Preparation to Action Preparation to Action 

test20 9 10 6 8 3.0000 3.3333 2.0000 2.6667 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 

test21 12 15 13 20 4.0000 5.0000 4.3333 6.6667 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Pre-contemplation Contemplation 

test22 12 14 18 19 4.0000 4.6667 6.0000 6.3333 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test23 17 21 19 19 5.6667 7.0000 6.3333 6.3333 Contemplation Preparation to Action Contemplation Contemplation 

test24 16 17 13 18 5.3333 5.6667 4.3333 6.0000 Contemplation Contemplation Pre-contemplation Contemplation 

test25 10 19 18 19 3.3333 6.3333 6.0000 6.3333 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test26 12 12 12 13 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.3333 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 

test27 14 17 17 17 4.6667 5.6667 5.6667 5.6667 Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test28 13 17 17 18 4.3333 5.6667 5.6667 6.0000 Pre-contemplation Contemplation Contemplation Contemplation 

test29 9 13 13 14 3.0000 4.3333 4.3333 4.6667 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Contemplation 

test30 11 0 -3 -3 3.6667 0.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation Pre-contemplation 
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